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·NEwvofh~istmas Flights .Home. More Expensive Domestic airfares. have risen a
whopping 23.9 percent since last
December, and even more since
President Carter signed the
Airline Deregulation Act into
law on Octo_ber 28, 1978. While
some bargain fares are still
available, the number of seats
per flight allocated to people
with discounted tickets will drop
to 20 percent, from tlie 35 percent reserved in early sumJner.
A change in the way airlines
calculate bargain tickets. will
also affect the student traveler.
This year the discount percentage will be based on distance
traveled, which means travelers
going less than 500 miles will
save a great deal less.
The airfare increases can be
traced to inflation, especially
the escalating costs of avaiation
fuet But there are also signs
that the increases are related to
deregulation itself.
The seeds of deregulation
were planted in 1977, when the
U.S. and British Civil Aviation
Authorities gr anted Laker
Airways the right to fly the cutrate Skytrain from New York to
London. Skytrain, of course, proved to be enormously popular .
with students, budget travelers,
and even a surprising number of
business travelers.
, Impressed by Laker's success,
other airlines flying the same
route began offering bargain
rates of their own, making
scheduled airlines competitive
with charter carriers for the
first time. Soori, discount fares
were being offered on
transpacific flights as well.
Finally, domestic carriers
adopted discount fares with

names like Super Saver,
Freedom Fare~ Peanuts Fare,
Super Coach . Multi-million
dollar ad campaigns were design~ to spread the good word,
though the fact that the number
of discount seats was extremely
limited was less widely broadcast.
The appearance of the low
fares helped fuel the efforts then
building in Washington to ease
government regulation of the in. dustry. Deregulation meant that
airlines could operate with little,
if any, government intervention
in their affairs. Deregulation advocates argued that if airlines
were allowed to serve cities they
chose on a first-come, firstserved basis, there would be
more competition. And mQ.re
_competition, they argued,w ould
encourage lower fares, just as
had happened on the New York
to London route in 1977.

Nor are they alone. United has
reduced its daily departures
from 1500 to 1300. The carrier
has also dropped service f1"9m 16
cities (including Atlanta) .
(CPS) - . If all the discount advantage of some special disAmerican Airlines has cut seven
possibilities
and qualifications count fares that are quickly
percent of its se~ts. There are
seem confusing,you're in ·good withdrawn by the . airlines soon
rumors of personnel cutbacks
company. Travel agents, re- . after they're first offered.
and pay cuts at almost every
se
rv a tioni sts and airline offered.
airline.
·
managers
are all grappling with
The companies' concern about
the new fares and regulations.
-Travel by night. Night flights
inflation · isn't abstract. July,
will
almost always be cheaper,
are
a
number
of
But
there
•
1979 fuel bills were up 56 percent
since
airlines try to fill planes in '
rules
of
thunb
that
can
help
you
over summer, 1978 levels .
off-peak
hours.
get
the
least
expensive,
more
United expects its fuel will· cost
convenient
flight.
-Don't
unduly inconveneince
$1.3 billion next year, double
-Book
early.
Get
a
reservation
yourself
to
save a few bucks. It
what it spent in 1978.
as soon as you know your never pays to cut short a - vaca- I,
Those costs are being passed
schedule. That way you can take tion by three days to save $15.
along to the consumer. On Nov- ~
•ember 15, fares went up another
3.7 percent. Another boost is expected in January, with perhaps
another five increases to come
during the 1980 calendar year.
United Public Relations Director
Chuck Novak told College Press
Service he expects that fares
Indeed, deregulation did bring will be up a total of 17 percent
scheduled service to 112 cities by this time next year.
for the first time, and competiSuch inflationary pressures
tion was, brought to 200 more are already making discount
markets.
fares an endangered species for
WASHINGTON,D.C. (CPS)-- The and international studies at colNevertheless, it became ap- this holiday season. Some think
President's Commission . on leges , and universities is suffiparent by late summer that the · the only discount fare strong
Foreign Languages and Interna- ciently stressed." Fenwick
discount rate structure was fall- enough to survive will be the
tlonal Studies has handed down argued. Fenwick charged the 156 ·
ing apart.
/ Super Saver.
a report that suggests that the page report contains "No· men- •
The reason is that the
To get.. the Super Saver, you
federal government add $187 tion of standards or acheiveeconomy promised to sour, and must buy your ticket seven days
million to step up foreign ment."
airlines rushed to drop what before depart11-re, and must
language studies in this country.
James Perkins, chairman of
they called "marginally profita- while away seven days before
The commission called the commission said his group
ble" routes. They included cities . using your return ticket. The
Americans' incompetence in · stopped short of proposing
like WichitaCharlotte, and Mem- farhter you go, the bigger the
foreign languages "scandalous." specific standards for foreign
phis. Although commuter discount. You get 15 percent off
The report, published after 13 · language proficiency becuase
airlines may eventually pick up of trips of 1000 miles, 25 percent
months . of deliberations and the commission wanted to be
the slack, people in those cities off ·trips up to 1500 miles, and 35
hearings, discovered " a serious " practical minded."
are facing a reduction in com- percent flights over 1500 miles.
deterioration in this country's
petitive services -- and a rise in You can get another ten percent
language and research capacity,
Perkins added the commission
prices - for the time being.
at a time when an increasingly knew 40 percent of the nation 's
discount if you fly at night.
hazardous international colleges are community colmilitary, political and economic leges, which have more of a
environment is making wi- "vocational bent, " and could not
Metropolitan Higher Education prec eden ted demands on have. complied with any such naGovernor James R . lawyers, and four persons who
Council, and the National Black
Thompson has announced the · are not alwyers. All board memAmerica's resources, intellec- tional standards.
Association for Speech,
appointment of Dr. Ronald bers serve four-year terms.
Instead, $20 million · of . the
tual capacity and public
Before assuming the pre- Language and Hearing. He is sensitivity."
Williams to the Judicial Inquiry
language funding would go to
Only eight percent of colleges on a incentive award
Board of the State of Illinois. sidency at Northeastern in 1977, listed in•the most recent edition
Williams - is the president of' · Wi'lliams was the · rovost and of 2 c ./ s Who in America.
American colleges and un- basis. Colleges would be paid $40
Northeastern Illinois University.
vice president for academic afWilliams received his bachelor iversities now require a foreign per student enrolled in third and
The nine-member Judicial In- fairs at Federal City College. He of arts and master · of arts language for admissions or fourth-year l_anguage .courses.
quiry Board is responsible for is a member of the Governing degree from Western Reserve graduation, cpmpared with 34 An extra $15 would be added if
·
the student takes a "less cominquiring into alleged miscon- Board of Cinema . . Chicago, the University in Cleveland, Ohio. percent in 1966.
duct of judges or the alleged American Association of State He earned his doctorate degree
But Congresswomen Millicent monly taught'-' fanguage. The
physical or mental incapacity of Colleges and Universities, and in phonetics and psycholFenwick (R-NJ) told College commission thinks that the injudges in the courts of Illinois. If the Illinois State Penal for the inguistics at Ohio State UniversiPress Service that she disagrees centive program would "~ave
major · leverage in fostering
a reasonable basis for complaint Nat_ional Identification Program ty.
with the commission's findings .
He is the author of many
"The importance of language foreign language programs.' '
is found, the Board is responsi- for the Advancement of Women
ble for the filing and prosecution in Higher Education Administra- articles, book reviews, and short
of the complaint before the Il- tion. He also chairs the board of stories. He has also written two
directors of .the Union for Ex- plays. Williams has written exlinois Courts Commission.
The Board is ·made up of two ~ perimenting . Colleges and tensively in the field of social
circuit court judges, three Universities , the Chicago lingui_stics.

Tips for Making It Easier

Commission Suggests

Stepping Up Of Foreign
Language Study

Williams Appointed to Jud~cial Board
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C·L•u ·as COULD LO-sE~c:HARTERS
Each year, every
club /organization that is
chartered through the . Charter
Review Board must get its ·
charter renewed. If a club fails
to have th'is done, ihe Charter
Board has the authority to deem
that club inactive. If a club is
deemed inactive, it must go
through a six-month probationary period, during which
time the club has no budget.
The following clubs/organizations have had their petitions for
Charter Renewal approved :
Arab Students Organization
Art Club

DPMA
French Club
Geography Club
Klal Yisroel
Lambda .Sigma Alpha
Orchesis - Dance
Polish Student Union

SAM
Sociology Club
Spanish Club
Stage Players
Students for Israel - Hillel
UNI Right to Life Club
UPRS
University Chorus
The following clubs have
turned in incompete Charter
Petitions. Notices have been
sent out to advisol"S and club
presidents as to what is needed.
ACE
Forensics Union
Northeastern Christian Community
Political Science Club
SCEC
Sl\:1ASH- History Workshop
Tau Kappa Epsilon - TKE
· l)NI Science Fiction Society
The following clubs have not
turned in a Charter Renewal

Uptown Tenants Right
Northeastem's Uptown Tenant
Rights Center, 4802 N.
Broadway, is a communitybased extension of the university
that provides assistance services
for tenants involved in landlord
1- ,..c onflicts.
Tenants having any type of
problem with landlords can go to
the center for advice an~ support. 1bere is no fee involved,
and while the center is located
in the Uptown neighborhood, it
is available to renters from all
areas.
Nancy Katz, June '79, · has
been with the center since she
was a senior. Her main interest
then was acquiring some community field work experience.
Now she is full time co-ordinator
of the center.
Professor Kingsley Clark ,
Criminal Justice Department,
" designed the program. He is the
only lawyer actually available to
the center, but he explained that
legal assistance is not one of
their' functions.
"We do everything we can up
to that point. If someone needs a
lawyer, we put him · in contact

with the Legal Aid Society which
just happens to _be located ,
across the street from our offices. Our assistance comes in
the form of counseling, investigation, and empathetic support, " he added.
Clark went on to say that their
position is that of the middle
man between tenant and
landlord.
"Often the influence of- an outsider can resolve a difference
without the necessity of any
legal action," he said.
Representatives from the
center have accompanied clients
to court as either witnesses or
interested supporters of clients
involyed in eviction proceedings.
Students taking courses
through the center share a
strong personal committment to
clients and the resolution of
their rental difficulties.
Sometimes this involves such
acts as moving a roach infested
refrigerator out of an apartment
or helping an evicted family
salvage their belongings.
''Our most common complaints have to do with refusai of

Kansas Student Senate
Spends Money On
Trivialities
LAWRENCE, KS (CPS)--As
Treasurer David Van Parys
one . of them recalls it, some . claims the ideas was his.
University of Kansas Student
"We've got $89,000 left over," he
Senate officers were hanging
asked. "Why do ·we need any
more?"
around the office one Friday
complaining about a proposed
The .Mercedes Benz, to be the
increase in student fees. The, of- official student tar, would cost
. ficers in the room thought the in- $33,000. Van Parys sees the
crease was unnecessary, $27,000 Winnebago as a "modile
especially because there was hospitality unit," and the $8,400
still $89,000 left over from last condo as "the KU equivalent of
year's fees . They wondered how - the Camp David retreat."
to make their point. Then one of
"Of course the treasurer's ofthem had an idea.
fice would !')ave first dibs," the
treasurer added. " But then we
Thus the KU Student Senate is
would make the car, motor
currently ·considering a bill that
home, and condo available . to
.would use unallocated student
students on a lottery basis."
fee money to buy a year's lease
Van Parys sadly adds that
on a condominium, a Winnebago
"people will treat the bill
motor home, and a Mercedes
(authorizing the purchases) as
Benz coupe for student use.
being insignificant."

U.S. - China Friendship Club
Petition and must tum in a com- Earth Sciences Club
West Side Teachers Educational
pleted petition and other Economics Club
Center
necessary materials (6 copies Feminist Club
each of Club Constitution),
Federacion Universitaria · Young Socialist Club
Undergraduate Legal Club
list of proposed activities, and a Socialista Puertorriquena
Concerned Students Organizacount of the number of members · Greek Students Organization
- lion
in-the organization. This must be Intergenerational Club
CCAB - all committees
turned in by December 14, 1979 Italiano Club
at 12 :00 noon, or the club will be Music Educators National Con- Band
-Camber Orchestra
deemed inactiv~. '
. ference
Collegium Msuicom
Alpha Chi EpSilon
Muslim Students Association
Concert Choir
Alpha Rho Omega
National Student Speech and
Int~rpreter's Theater
· Alternative and Innovative Hearing Club
Education
Jazz Ensemble
Omega Psi Chi
Anthropos
Opera Workshop
P .E. MAJORS Club
Apocalypse
Asian Affairs
· Phi Alptu!_ Theta
Astronomy Club
Print
Psychology Club
Bahai' Club
Returning Adults .and Transfer · Que Ondee Sola _
Biology Club
WZRD
Students
Black Caucus
Yerbook
Russian Club ,
Catholic Student Center
Thai Club
Chicano Stuaent Union .
Charter Renewal Petitions can
United Columbian Students ·
College Students for Children's Organization
be picked up in the Student
Services
Senate Office - rm. E-210.
Uptown Cultural Society

Center:

Community Based Extension

landlords to return security de- munity service not available
anywhere in -Uptown, Clark
posits, and failure by owners to
comply with building codes,"
stated. "It is also a very valuable learning experience for stusaid Professor Clark. "Of
dents."
course, during the winter lack of
He went on to say that firstheat becomes the major issue. hand experience and •personal
But the range of problems run
the gamut from fire hazards to
involvement of this sort is hard
maHunctioning appliances."
for students to come by.
The center is currently
Clark spoke of the frustration
and helplessness people feel in
engaged in assisting Legal Aid
and other community agencies
trying to deal with an unsymin their attempts to form Tenant
pathetic and unresponsive
Unions and rent strikes. The
landlord. Students and universifeeling seems to be that there is
ty personel doing field work in
simply a need for this kind of acsocial services in the Uptown
area were appalled by some of tion. Tenants have to find ways .
to, assert their rights and deal
what they witnessed.
with uncaring and uncooperative
Tenants are treated in many
cases as second class citizens as
landlords.
in the days of feudal lords and ·
Usually clients are referred to
serfs. Their only right seems to
the center by word of mouth. or
be that if they pay their rent,
from other social agencies. On
they can have the key to the
occasion, though, students disapartment. Roaches , non- tribute ieaflets to area residents
running water, exposed elec- explaining the function and
trical wiring, no heat, and many
purpose of the Uptown Tenant
more such dangerous and unR,ights Center.
They -have also advertised in
healthy conditions are what
"Keep Strong Magazine." This
some tenants must endure in order to have a place to live.
is a publication put out each
"We are providing a commonth by a group in Uptown

called Inter-Communal Survival.
Like the Uptown Tenant Rights
Center, th.is group is also concerned with the living conditions
of the residents in this urban
area.
· "We've had doors slammed in
our faces," Clark stated, "and
we've been cussed at and
threatened by landlords, but the
center will continue to work for ·
tenant rights.

Shhhhhhh...
Noise pollutes, too.
GIVE A HOITT. DON'T POLLUTE

®PS: .
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College Press Service

A Plug for:U-Ni
To the F,ditor,
While attending class one ··afternoon my instructor replied to
the question of school loyally by
stating that "while many professors have become biased to
their college institutions, it just
doesn ' l apply here at
Northe~stern."
Upon hearing this I questioned
why student and faculty - apprecia tion of Northeastern
facilities is frequently
dominated by irreverent opinion.
To this viewpoint I - must
respond and do so with intent to
alter its negative air and insert
in its place a more confident
position.
As a graduating senior who
has spent 3 years within the
walls of Northeastern, I though
it time to offer some brief insight as lo the positive and
negative attributes this institution provides it students.
Initially, it must be stated that
UNI clearly demonstrates
numerous shortcomings. Inadequate physical education and
sports facilities , along with
limited full-time faculty members in many departments, as
well as administrative " red
tape", are just a few of the apparent operating difficulties displayed by the university. Yet, in
spite of these problems, UNI
also provides its students · with
countless positive attributes as
well, and while these advantages
do not diminish the schools ·
weaker aspects, they do serve to
promote effective and advanced
educational opportunities.
As a relatively small majormetro po Ii tan operation ,

Northeastern provides its
enrollees with advantages unequalled by most institutions its
size and even those operations
much larger as well. State. aid,
for example, allows student tuition expenses to remain low and
thus permit those individuals ·
financially drawn to attend, as
well ' as those students whose
economic condition is more stable. ·
. Low enrollment ( which is
typical of small an<i more expensive private universities)
provides the UNI student with
more personal - instructor interaction and in so doing promotes individual participation
and · recognition. Contrary to
larger college campuses_, w_hose
students must frequently endure readings. Amid these days of
extensive lecture hall audiences, teaching assistants and prothe Northeastern atmosphere, fessors buried in research procharacterized by smaller class · jects instead of direct enlightensize: allows individuals to learn · ment , the Northeastern operaamid. more personalized and ef- 'tion promotes student-teacher
1nteraction and also through its
fective t..echniques.
use of the part-time instructor
Further, the part-time instruc- provides added insight through
tor, whose appearance fre- presentation of current outside
quently brings anger and disap- fidl information. The part-time
pointment to many UNI students teacher, though difficult to work
because of their (instructors) in- with at times, clearly deaccessibility and often times monstrates yet another
less conventional teaching Northeastern learning advanmethods, provides students with tage.
many favorable aspects as well.
For example, the outsi~e exThe point to be communicated
perience and exposure to cur- here is that while Northeastern
rent field innovations and has many negative aspects, the
failures that these individuals ·positive attributes provide its
bring with them , provides stu- · students with educational opdent learning with greater · in- portunities unavailable to most
sight and expertise; knowledge others. My objective through
that cannot be found merely outlining many of this schools
through understanding course favorable characteristics is to

eradicate the all too frequent stated previously, an intentional
student and faculty opinion that avoidance of university negative
"Northeastern is a second class aspect expansion exists because
operation. " Through discussing all colleges suffer similar
both the schools strengths and operating difficulties . When
weaknesses, but stressing the evaluating an institutions
universities positive aspects (for strengths and weaknesses one
all schools suffer similar pro- must examine and consider in-,
belsm, the difference resides adequacies, but more im-.
within institution uniqueness), I portantly stress on -university
hope I have begun to alter some advantages must be considered, _
of the negative university opi- for these are the characteristics
nion that exists.
·
a student selects a particular
My years as a Northeastern school for. The educational exstudent have allowed me to ob- ·perience one finds within the
serve university advancement in sgrroundings of Northeastern
areas such as library facilities are unique in many ways, and
and business department ex- while national reputation
pansion. Contrary to these more restricts the recognition the inoptimistic occurrences, I have stitution deserves, individual
also visualized university . ob- student and faculty communicastacles to progress as well and tion ·of school pride and
existing inadequacie~ of character can and -must carry
budgetary allocations and the message instead.
various department efficiencies
must still be overcome. Yet, as I
Craig Horwitz

Business Briefs

Career Services Not Only for Educ. Maiors
by Karyn Gavzer
Arthur Anderson by seeing Ms.
Are you a business student? Gallagher in Car~r Services) .
Will you be graduating within
In addition to setting up
the next six months? If you are recruitment interviews, Career
and you haven't yet stopped by Services provides seminars and
the Career Services Office in workshops on job sear~h techniB-117, you have just made a big ques, resume writing, interviewmistake. Contrary to popular ing and career days. They also
rumor, Career Services are NOT have information on tests for
provided only for education ma- graduate , medical or legah
jors. The Office offers prospec- . schools as well as registration
.live business graduates counsel- materials for the PACE
ing on career exploration, re- ( Professional and Adsources on resume writing and ministrative Career Exam )
employment or graduate school which is required for most
information.
federal career positions.
Career Services .will set up a
While you're in the office,
file for you which includes your
don't
forget to check the " Weekresume , references and employly
Vacancy
List" which lists job
ment interest. You can then request that they send it to pro- opportunities · for prospective
specti ve employers for you. graduates. And, if you will be
Once your resume is on file, you graduating in December and
can also request interview ap- have not yet found a job, you
pointments with government or can arrange for the Vacancy ,
corporate recruiters when they List to be mailed to your home.
It's a good idea to get to know
a re vis iting Nort heastern .
Several companies who are the people in Ca reer Services at
sp e cifica ll y looking for least six months prior to your
graduates with a business back- gradua tion. That way you'll
ground will be interviewing dur- have plenty of time to talce ading the winter semester. These vantage of the various
companies include Jewel , workslrops and seminars they
Motorola, Sears, Roebuck & Co., provide. So if you area a busiNCR, GTE, and Illinois Bell ness student who will be
Telephone, to name just a few. graduating soon, RUN , don't
(A ccount ing graduates in- walk , to the Career Services Ofterestee in public accounting fice now .
·may arrange an qnterview with
A new , non-profit service for

students was announced today.
Designed to find all of the
scholarships, loans, grants and
work-study opportunities for students at the high school undergraduate, and graduate levels,
the new service guarantees that
each applicant will receive at
least $100 in aid.

levels, the new service guaran~
tees that each applicant will receive at least $100 in aid. ·
According to Steve Danz,
Director of the Scholarship 1
Bank , the average student applicant is received thirty · two
"leads" on scholarship information, with a combined valued of

,
~
E
Ra-lliE lt>
EXmADITE 11£ ~, YOOR
~

~~

$17,000, and that figure doesn't
even include those aid sources
that are renewable for future
years of study. Students are
given scholarship information on
those sources for which they are
potentially eligible. The student
then decided which sources to
actually apply for .

~ · · _PRAliE M.LAH!
··- TELL .THEM WE'LL
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FREE TEN tlDRE
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ParC!de Maga~ir:,e Story
Gives. ·Half-Truths
f:

Because of the Parade
penali~ for having never given
blood or not being able to give.
Magazine in the Sunday Sun
When you give through Red
Times of Dec. 2, 1979 printed an
Cross. you are not just making
article about blood donating that
blood available for' people
gave half truths and several errors in figures and statements, I
throughout ·the country and your
want to rebuttal that article for
f·ommunity, but you are helping
the sake of our students and
to make sure blood will be there
staff who donate blood for their
if and when you or your family
fellowmen each trimester on •" rn~mbers need it.
this campus.' I hope the "nurse" ,
Q: Will Red Cross supple me
who came to ou~ office indigant
with detailed information abut
about the article reads this. '
. ~.their blood ~enter operation?
Q: Is it true lhat Red Cross , ·A; Yes. If you are interested
charges over $143 for a unit ,of, ·". in"a ' detailed report on finances, ·
·
·
·
&stribi.ltion and collection, we
blood?
A: No. Red Cross charges
will send you a copy of the
1978-79 Blood Services Report
hospitals for the processing f
for the Mid:America Region outwhole blood and products, never
lining the entire service.
for the blood ·itseH. The processing charge for a µnit pf whole
Q: Why is blood outdated?
A: Blood may ·become outblood is $35, "Hbwever;: most .insurance covers such a process- dated as· a result of peaks in deing charge so most people never mand for certain types of blood.
pay it. Other blood prdoucts The Mid-America Region has
have a much higher processing one of the·lowest outdating situafee because of difficulties ex- lions in the country - 5%. Our
tracting that product from the center is trying to decrease that
whole blood. All processing fees,
by being one of the first in the
however, are on a cost-recovery country to use a new collection
system, and· no profit is made system that allows red cells to
Q: Do I receive a " credit" for
be stored up to 35 days rather
my dooaUOri · of blood through than 21 $ys. These peaks in dethe Red Cross sytem?
. mand for certain types should
A: No. The Red Cross believes not keep people from thinking
in a community responsibility thattheir blood is not needed - it
philosophy. · We believe that is - every day, throughout the .
blood should be made available metropolitan area.
for anyone, anywhere when they
Marion Etten
need · it. They should not be
Director Health Service

Not. a Creature

Was Stirring
by Donald Cr.owiecki
" Twas the week before closing, and all through the school,
not a student was happy, except
for a few.
The finals were being taken
with great care; All hoping to do
much better than fair.
The students had tried and oh
how they prayed, that the
teachers would be lenient when
deciding the grade.
• After it all, and trying their
best, everyone went home for a
few days rest.
When the students reached
home, they each found some
mail; All thinking they would
see pass or fail.
When what to their wandering
eyes should there be, but all
their chosen courses for winter
not did they see:
With all the frustration beginning to burn, "Just look at the
courses I got for next term!"
Faster than comets, the students they flew ; Dow to
Registration back at the school.

• • •

To the end of the street, to the
big open door, the students they
charged across the waxed floor.
For Art , for Science, for
Music, and Linguistics ; For
Speech , for Business and
Economic Statistics.
Amidst the hisses, yelling, and
boos, the sound could be heard
of scuffling shoes.
Clenching their fists, not taking more crap, the students
were ready to tum the computer
to scrap.
Then from nowhere, without
even a clue, there appeared an
administrator from out of the
blue.
A bundle of papers he had in
two cases ; he pulled them out
and waved in their faces .
Dollar signs in his pupils, his
eyes how they glared ; calm as
. he was, his nostrils they flared .
The new suit he wore was
perfectly pressed ; the look on
his face was 'I couldn't care
less.'
The students tried pleading,

HAVE A ~-MER,-R~
Y~:- .: i
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-The Print Staff

X-Mas: Still a Time for ·Sharing?
'

.

As we are ungulfed in yet
another holiday season, it is
time perhaps to reevaluate the
traditions and ~ustoms that have
become a part of the American
way of life. I am not referring to
the decorations and adornments
of trees and homes, or to the
baking of goodies, or even to
what has become for many the
only and annual trip to church. I
am talking about the mass consumption of goods at our local
shopping center.
Naturally it is good for the
economy, but is it good for our

begging, and lying; but nothing
would help, not even crying.
The students tried reasoning,
solutions they did name ; the adm instrator then said that
MONEY is to blame.
A wink of his eye and a twist
of his head, let the students all
know nothing more was to be
said.
Despondent and disgusted the
students in fear, hoping for better luck in the upcoming yea r.
The administrator showed
them all a wide smitk ; revealing the fact that the system was
berserk.
Reaching into his pocket and
pulling out his keys, he jumped
into his car and was off like a
breeze.
As he joined other legislators
to play pass the buck, he exclaimed 'Merry Christmas to
all, and to all tough luck. "

value syste m? It seems that
year after year, presents
become inore and more expected and expensive.
People . get so caught up in
their gift lists, that the actual
spirit of Christmas is lost
somewhere between a charge
card and a checkout line. Now
this is not a new theme. It is one
that has been explored and discussed many times before, yet it
still seems to
dormant as
people become so determined to
finish their shopping lists that
they forget about the deeper and

lie

more profound elements of the
season.
Who has time to visit old granny in the nursing home? Send
her a plant, she might be
satisf~d. What about the
kids?Do we have time to sit at
night and tell them stories about
the first Christmas? Probably
not, we are still searching for
that new computerized doll that
little Sally wants from Santa:
And so it goes . . .
Isn't it time we started buying
less, but giving MORE of
ourselves?

I
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UNI ·Announ.c es SnoW Plal1
Public Safety who in. tum will
As we prepare for yet another to the next car, and though line
put them in touch with a service
Chicago winter, specific UNI de- may not be visible, park as
station who can help.
partments have been working , straight and courteously as
hard at alleviating some. of the possible so that your neighbor
Use common sense. Highheeled and boots can only hinder
problems caused by those · might have a chance. In addiwalking and often make people
beautiful white flakes . . . . tion, drive slow. 1be speed limit
SNOW.
is only 20 miles per hour and . more accident prone. Because of
· Following is the . information should be reduced in accordance · the President's Energy plan
which has all thermostats down
that the PRINT has received with weather conditions. .
to 65 degrees until mid-April,
from the various departments
Other reminders include an
dressing in layers is recom· that concern themselves wit~ awareness of the No Parking
mended. This enables one to put
the numel'Oll'i aspects of winter.
and Handicap areas. People are
on or take off clothing.according
The Director of Physical encouraged to carry shovels and
to drafty areas, etc.
Facilities has the overall· , jumper cables in their cars. You
When .the weather becomes
responsibility for snow removal, are more likely to get aid if you
such that the opening of the
including the responsibility to can provide the necessary equipUniversity is questioned, everkeep the President and Vice- . , merit, but remember that the
President informed of conditions ' Grounds Crew and Public Safety · yone is encouraged to tune to the
following radio stations to 'find
at the school. The Public Safety cannot spare manpower or
out ' if school will be closed:
Department has prime furnish aid in these areas upon
WZRD, WMAQ, WKQX, WLS,
responsibility for lot inspection; request. TIiey encourage people
WCLR, WIND, WDAI, WVON,
condition, evaluation and . with disabled cars to cheek with
telephQne notification of the
Superintendent and the Director. ·
Public Safety calls O'Hare
Airport Weather Conditions
every two hours during snowfall
to check accumulation and pre-Pu61i, . :;1i1-r:· i 11
dictions. If Snowfall of 2 or more
01-'Fic. .
inches is forecast or on the
ground, the outside contractor
(this year the firm of Harvey
Frank, Inc.) is called. He has
been given a list of priorities to
follow as his ·nve pieces of equipment plow the campus.
The entrances off Bryn Mawr
and lot A are given first priority
after one path is plowed through
all roads on campus, with the
exception of the Foster access ,
road. For this , reason students,
.faculty, and staff are encouraged to use the Bryn Mawr
entrances when driving to school
after a snowfall, and to begin
their parking from that area
moving South as spaces allow.
The Grounds Crew has prime
responsibility to remove · snow
from aln·amps/ ''sta:irs·~ande n- · ~ ,
trances, , as · well . as for
coordination,. of the activities·:of
~-.;,,
.~;-..
contracted $110\Vremoval person. . . ·
nel' with University ;pe~nnel. . ~:
The -Grotmds Crew . snow . removal priorities- are the hart-. dicap ramps beginning with the
ramp from the .B-wing to the
Science Building. All interior
routes will have general access
paths open and the outer
sidewalks will be done last.
Mike Gulli , head of the
Grounds Crew has these requests. For all who drive to
school 1) Leave earlier 2) -Park
to front of entrance fist , and 3)
Do not attempt to use Foster entrance after a snowfall. He also
reminds people that parking will
be at a premium, so park close

WGCI, WEDC, WPRZ, AND
WFMT. Listening to the radio
before calling the schooJ will
prevent overloading the
switchboard. A new ten-line
bank of recorded messages at
the University's main number
(583-4050) will provide calllers
with specific information on cancellations of specific campus ,
events. However even this new
telephone system is unable to
handle a flood of calls frotn each
of Northeastem's 10,000 students
and 1,000 facultyaand staff
members.
The University therefore encourages all those who do not
have to be on campus until later
in the day to call after 10:00
a.m. Those participating in
events or clubs during hcurs

when the ~hool is usually closed
are requested to contact Public
Safety on where to park.
Remember everyone is work- ,
ing to overcome the burdens of
the winter of 1980 as they come
up. Cooperation is needed by all.
After a heavy snowtall, it takes
at least 6 hours to get the campus cleared enoug~ to open.
Chances are snow •.remnval
vehicles will be in the' parking .
areas at the same time as
motorists. These trucks and
tractors are noisey and have no
rear view mirrors. If a driver
tries to pass chances are they
will get hit by the snow pfow or
stuck in the snow. Common
sense and courtesy are stressed
(and a few prayers for less snow
than 1979 might help too).
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This.map sllnvs the roads and lots to be cleared of snow first. -1
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Designated parking spaces for- conununlt.y ovel'.night pa.rking

Beginning December 10, north
side residents near Northeastern
Illinois University will be provided free overnight parking in
a designated parking lot 1 The
winter overnight parking' plan
was developed and is cosponsored by the Hollywood- .
North Park Improvement Association and the university.
"The university and the association share the concerns of ·
the community · about winter
parking/' said Ronald Williams,
president of Northeastern. "We
are offering 155 on-campus park- ·
ing spaces to community residents'.''
Norman Kroll, president of the .
Hollywood-North Park Improvement Association, stressed that
overnight parking is offered only
to those residents who live in

Northeiistern 's immediate cal by visiting the university's
neighborhood, The boundaries Public Safety Office near Bryn
are basically the same as those Mawr Avenue on Thursday and
set by the City of Chicago's Friday, December 6 and 7,
Residential Parking Permit Dis- between the hoursof 10:00 a.m.
trict. This area includes all resi- and 8:00 p.m. Each household
dents living on: Hollywood may ,register for one on-campus
between Central Park and space for use between the hours
Bernard; Central Park between of 10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m.
Hollywood and Bryn Mawr;
Parking dec~s will be issued on
Drake between Hollywood and a first come, first served basis.
Bryn Mawr; Bryn Mawr
Any _car parked outside of the
between Central Park and
designated residents' area,
Bernard; St. Louis between
parked beyond 7:00 a.m., or
Hollywood and Berwyn;
' lacking a community parking
Bernard between Hollywood and
detail, will be towed off-campus
Berwyn; · Catalpa between St.
an outside towing firm .
Louis . and Kimball; Balmoral
between St; Louis and Kimball ;.
For additional details, area reBerwyn between St. Louis and sidents are asked to call
Kimball.
Northeastein's Departi:nent of
Community residents may University Relations at 583-4050,
secure an overnight parking de- ext. 221.
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WZRD (88.3 F.M.) ,
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WLS 890 A.M. WVON 1390 A.M.
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UNI Students Go To Africa·
by Jean Conderdon
A group of Northeastern students spent almost four weeks
this summer touring Africa
through the Center for InnerCity Studies, accompanied by
Dr. Jacob Carruthers of the
CICS, co-ordinator of the trip. ·
Students at the center take
their major in Inner-City
Studies. This includes a core
program of twelve hours of electives in African-Carribbean
studies to complete the major.
As an option, and for those who
can afford it, students can earn
up to · nine hours of credit
towards these electives by taking the trip. It is offered once a
year 'and Dr . Carruthers
alternates between Africa a!'ld
the Carribbean. The tour is
o p e n , .h o w e v e r , t o a I I
Northeastern students.
- ·' ·
One of the highlights was a
visit to Dakar, Senegal. Students
visited the University of Dakar
and attended a lecture by
Professor Cheikh Anta Diop, renowened archeologist and Egyptologist. He was a member of
the UNESCO committee that
wrote a general hustory of
Africa and African civilizations.
During the day, the travelers
· followed a tour itinerary with
Dr. Carruthers, but each was
free to spend his evenings as he
JikE:(i. Part of Dr. Carruthers
plans included the opportunity
for each of them t-0 spend at
least one night in the home of a
Dakarnese family to help accomplish the educational
purposes of thetrip.
Througb this plan, one of . the

students was able to attend a
Dakarnese wedding ceremony.
During his . stay, there was a
marriage in his · host's family
and they just took him along.
Nagi Lem, one of the touring
students, was invited out to a
)cal club by his host family.
They introduced him to the
patrons arid before Jong he was
on stage playing his flute .
Andrea Allen, another student,
stayed three days with the Diaps
family . One of the things this
enabled her to do was to ql).ickly
shed any feelings of .. being a
stranger in a foreign land. ·They
all grew so fond of each other·
than Andrea was reluctant to
leave.
"The whple trip was wonderful
and enlightening for me," she
said, : 'but staying with the Diaps
was my fondest experience. It's
hard to find the right words .to
exprews the affection and
hospitality with which they
welcomed me into their home."
The elder Diaps spoke French
and ~ Wolop and very little
English, ' but they were able to
communicate through their
English-speaking children and
the warmth of their gestures.
Their next door neighbor, whom
everyone called uncle, also
spoke some English and helped
translate.
" He wasn't really a blood relative," Andrea explained. "It
just seems that in Dakar if there
is mutual affection between people, they adopt each other into
their families. " Before Andrea
left, she was daughter and sister
to .the Diaps, and _· they were

Andrea Allen visiting a village in Aswan, Egypt, ". : . the whole trip was wonderful and enlightening for
me .. ."
·
family to her. As a memento of there. She still communicates This political · movement supher stay, Mother Diaps made witp him and with many other ported the efforts of, Jo1110.
Kenyatta , a Lenyan leader who· · ·
her new American daughter a people she met in her travels.
When news of Hurricane - was jailed in the Mau Mau retraditional Dakarnese drfSS in
David's impending approach bellion, but later ,became the
African tie-dyed fabric.
In Khartoum, Sudan, students along the coast of Florida re- President of ·Kenya.
In Nairobi, the students also
visited the university. They ached Africa, he wrote Andrea
spent much of the time at the asking her to please call his visited restored villages and .a
Institute lfan which can be . family in Miami, and to write museum center that totally
translated as the Institute of back to him of any news as soon. duplicates the cultural heritage
Fundame,ntal Black Studies. It is as possible. The price of a Jong that is Kenya's. Citirens do not
on the main campus of the distance call from Africa to the want these arts and cultural patUniversity _of Khartoum, but is United States is prohibitive, terns lost to future generations,
and want to ' expose native Ke.
is a separate unit organized especially for a student.
The tourists found the hot, dry nyans as well as tourists to a livaround a discipline. "Actually, it
. . ,,
can be compared to the CICS cl_imate of the Sudan really un- ing history of Africa.
" In Nairobi, so many people .
here at Northeastern," ex- comfortable at first, but the promise of beautiful, cool evenings speak English," Andrea said,
plai11ed Dr. Carruthers.
helped
them get through the "that Swahili seems almost like
While in the Sudan, Andrea
a second language."
met a young man originally days.
Goree, an island off the Cvory
A lecture by Ross Makoonen,
from Flo~ida, who has been' at•
Coast,
was the first used as a
tending school at Khartoum for at the University of Nairobi was
a year and a half. After he com- : a feature in the group's stay in slave factory by the Portugese.
pletes his ,college education, he Kenya. Makoonen was very ac- It is now a major tourist attracplans to continue living in Africa tive in the Pan-African move- tion, and the restored villages
(Continued on page 9)
and hopes to establish roots ment while a student in London.

FOLLETTS BOOK NOOK
Is -Buying Back ·Used Textbooks
For Your Convenience Fol letts Book Nook Will be · Buying

Back Used Text books Ar -The OLD
From · T,he / Audi tori um

Service Desk

Across

Monday Dec. 10 through_ Friday Dec. 14
When Service Desk

Books wil 1 be bought back _all hours -store is · open.
1s closed buy backs . will be 1n the BOOK NOOK.

Folletts is Paying Half of
the New Price for · Used '
Textbooks that are being
used Next Term~
Now through Jan. 4

~VEND! NG<-:,

Even l f t.he book ·isn't · used again we
will gi.ve you the highest market price
from the Biggest used book wholesaler
m
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·Project HOPE '
·Offers Alternatives

I•

'

by Randolph Parks
with and being listened to by
Where does one go for help others; yet, for the most part,
when life's pressures becomes " normal" people do shy away
absolutely unbearable? One from talking about these subanswer is Project Hope .
jects with these people who are
Project Hope is a "university afflicted.
based endeavor to help people
One of the ways in which we
cope with life-threatening ill- abandoned these people, he exnesses, death and grief." Ac- plained is by praising them for
cording to the. head of the pro- being brave. This, in effect, is
gram , Dan Kuzuhara, our really telling them that they
culture is weak in helping in- should continue -to bear their
-dividuals who are most in need tribulations-alone.
of emotional support. According
He also blamed the high
· to him, Project Hope looks "for , $fivorce rate amount people with
holes in society afid then try to sick children on their failure to
plug them up."
communicate on the subject of
Kuzuhara stressed that many illness, stressing ttiat this can be
people do get lonely and devestating to these unfortunate
depressed ~ a result of feeling children.
abandon by society, friends, and.
It is because of these brutal
even, the traditional pillow of facts of this society why Project
support, the family. Some of Hope w~ initiated in the Spring
these people hav.e suffered of 1975. "Contacts with a wide
through traumatic situations- range of persons who were
lost of loved ones, severe hum- seriously ill, who had loved ones
or are afflicted with some other in a terminally diagnosed conditerminal illnesses, such as tion, or who were in mourning
cancer or · heart . problems. brought about the developmentK ~ said that, what these beginning in July 1976-of a menthese people need most of all is tal health system for individuals
a showing of concern by others. experiencing unusual stress.
That is, to be able to talk freely
(Cont inued on page 11)

HELP WANTED
Director of Financial Assistance, Southern Ill. University at Carbondale, seeks a
director, student, work, and financial assistant. The director will have responsibility
for planning, budget development, and formation of unit policy. Primary operational
responsibility include basic grant, state scholarship, external agency awards, an~ student work program. Three years experience in all phases of fiancial aid essential .. A
Masters degree is required. A Doctorate is preferred. Salary commensurate with
educational level and previous experience. Application deadline: January 2, 1980.
Consideration of candidate. will •be gestricted to those individuals who are either currently employed or who have had experience in a public senior institution in the state
of Illinois. Appointment date: Available immediately. Contact: C. T~mas Busch,
Search Committee Chairperson, Office of Vice-President of Student Affairs, Anthony
Hall-Room 314, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, Carbondale, IL. 629~1.
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity
Employer.
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PHOTUZZLES
A most unusual _gift for any special <?ct:asion. Just mail in your
negative of any subject matter, along with $9.95 for each puzzle, an~
we will enlarge it to a full 11 "x 14 " photograph and then photuzzle 1t
into a 120 piece interlocking , personalized Jigsaw puzzle. A perfect
gift for that special person.
PLEASE PRINT

.... Phone ( ... . . . ) . .. .. ...• ..•. .• .. .

Name .

. ...... State . . . . . ....... Zip ...... . .. . ... .

Address ..

Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery
Photuzzles: Carton Supplies
Oept.CJN
7000 N. Mannheim Rd.
Rosemont , Ill. 60018
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UNI Students Tak~
, Class 'in Africa :.
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(Continued from page
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Trade lin any arunay,
old, ·l lmprllnied shllN.
N'swoNh68•
Your grungy old imprinted shirt (regardless of size , shape
or smell) can be traded-in_on any new T-shirt, sport shirt,
sweatshirt, athletic jersey_ or jacket in stock
Select from an amazing selection of styles,
colors and designs . .You'll look better. You 'll feel proud .
You 'll save money. Trade in your grungies ·before the end
of th is month.
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, and museums recall the horror
of the slave trade. Contrasting
this are the ideal climate, and
the beautiful beaches and waters
which are great for summer fun .
Many Africans ·spend ·summer
vacations there.
"Schools were out for the summer so we had . the chance . to
meet and talk with many of the
vacationing children and their
families ," Andrea said. "T~at
dents also spent time in Aswan
and Cairo, Egypt. Dr. Carruthers feels that the really high
point of the trip was the visit to
the great, ancient urban complex of Luxar.
" The Greeks called this
magnific~ent place Phebes," he
said. "It is truly an impressive
sight and can be compared to
the archeological find of Pompeii." He added, though, that
Pompeii is dwarfed next to
Luxar.
Andrea felt the trip was "like
a coming home type of thing,"
and she brought a senze of
heritage back with her that she
did not have when she left. She
felt at home and safe everyplace
that she visited, and often ventured out alone at night. She was
greeted with friendliness and acceptance wherever she went.·
The only place she sensed what
she called a bit of a feeling of intimidation was in Cairo.
"This is only my opinion," she
stated, "but the world political
situation may hhave had
something to do with this attitude I sensed towards foreign
visitors."
Wherever the group travelled,
two names kept popping u p. "As
soon as people found out we
were Americans," Andrea re-

~.. . ,

.~

called, "we would be asked
about Muhammed Ali and Andrew Young . They are
Americans who are loved and
admired in Africa."
People also expressed an avid
curiosity about New York,
Chic~go, , and California. " We
tried to answer their qu~stions,"
she added:
Andre.a was surprised at how
well-versed many Africans are
about thf United states, its
culture, and social and political
situations.
"Even with all the research
we did before leaving on this
trip, !' she said, "I must say they
knew a lot more about us than
we did about them."
The entourage returned via
London and were able to spend
two days there seeing the sights.
The cost of the trip was $2000,
which included air fare, hotel
accommodations , and ·some
meals. "This may sound a bit
'steep at first glance," Dr. Carruthers explained, "but similar
excursions were running al>out
-$2600. So the cost was reasonable for this type of travel, and I
feel the students got their
money's worth."
According to Andrea, the students are in complete agreement. " _In fact ," she said, "what
all of us got out of the trip is
something priceless and makes
the cost just an incidental."
The group also credited Dr.
Carruthers, she added, with
planning a trip that w11s one of
the most educational and emotional experiences of a lifetime.
."We all want to go back and
visit Africa again some day," ·
she stated"but this first time
will always be something
special."
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buttered

papcarn
h•. Dan Peanoa.

· Let's Tolle ·
A bout
The Jerlc

humantafalla. All of the classic
Martin, whose biggest fear is
and off the screen.
fumtid thalaba nicksa.''
saying something dumb, was
THE JERK will be released
Martin disagrees. He feels it is once a· _ comedy writer for
with a R rating. Reiner is not
about a person who is unable to television, for such performers
worried. "Sex and going to the
cope with the universal advocate as the Smothers Brothers, Sonny
bathroom are very integral
and Cher, Pat Paulsen, and John
life. •
parts oJ everybody's life. People
Navin, a name created by Mel Denver.
are most interested in the things
Brooks, is a naive ~vidual. He
"In television material it was
they understand." .
is brought to the screen by always easier to write for soHe also is not happy with the
Martin who co-wrote the script meone else because you give
proposed sequel to OH GOD enwith Carl Gottlieb Cone of the them something you wouldn't
titled OH GOD OH GOD. "You
writers of JAWS and he has a do. "
don't have to chew' your cud
cameo in this film as Iron Balls
Martin finds his time more
more than once. My theory is
McGinty) . Carl Elias co-wrote limited.. "It's difficult to go out
that if God had a message and
the second draft and Carl Reiner on the road for three months and
had to come down more than onworked with Martin on the third. -still write and star in movies."
ce, he really has lost his
Reiner stated emphatically,
When asked whether he is funstrength and becomes a Qudge, a
"Everything in the script made ny in private or a sad clown he
bother."
me smile, giggle or laugh to dif- replies, joshingly, " What would
"Summing up THE JERK, the
ferent degrees." He felt he had you like to hear? Probably, .the
movie that 1ntroduces pizza-in-ato protect the type of comedy sad clown, right?
cup, Reiner says rather proudly,
that Martin performs. Because,
"I can't even answer that
'.' We have a beautiful child with
"He does something very un- question anymore. Let's have
a wart."
one intelligent , question. Just
usual or very strange."
When asked where the wart
"Mr. Martin intends to make kidding, of course."
was located he replied, "What
more pictures with me but I
"If I were funny all the time I
we Utj.nk of warts you may think
don't. This is it. If THE JERK would not have any friends."
of as a nipple on a breast."
works, oh yes, we'll make more
He then assured the questioner
"Or," adds Martin, a penis on
pictures, but if we're a failure, that he did have friends. One of
a groin."
I'm not having him twice."
whom, Bernadette Peters stars
Ready or not, THE JERK
The next sentence corrects as the love interest in the film
opens December 14 in Chicago.
any thought of taking those
harsh words seriously.
' ' We are working on
Steve Martin (as Nevin Johnson) and Bernadette Peters (as Marie)
something and its excellent."
trip the light fantastic in !HE JERK. Notice Steve get small.
Martin is sensitive to
criticism. His book, CRUEL
cheaper. I think this is costing
There are several ways of
SHOES, a best seller, was
them less than if they fly us to
meeting the press. A large scale
severely attacked by the critics
various cities and knowing
conference can be set up to
and yet he is working on another
(Steve's) interest in caviar and
answer questions about a visitbook, which he says will be
champagne and wild parties on
ing personality and their current
longer with more complex
the road with thirty-five piece
project or it can be the more
stories.
bands in every suite and buying
personal individual or small
"Cruel Shoes," he says, "was
extraordinary gifts for all the
group interview in the privacy of
a personal work. Not everyone is
people about him, this would be
a hotel suite.
going to understand it or like it.
cheaper.
Steve Martin and Carl Reiner
I knew that going in."
" It's also different. Tm enjoymade use of neither of the above
The book had _been printed
ing this. I've never done this
mentioned methods and disprivately before its large scale
before."
cussed their latest endeavor in a
release which many believe
Reiner also asked at the start,
rather unexpected manner. They
capitalized on the wild and crazy
"Did everyone get the list? The
stayed in Los Angeles and had a
image unfairly.
satellite hook-up with four major list of questions that Mr. Martin
Reiner agreed that the book
cities around the country. Mem- will not answer?" It appeared was not as funny as he thought it
bers of the press in New York, had such a list existed it was not would have been but added, ."Is
Atlanta, Chicago and Dallas in the hands of the fourth estate. it necessary for Steve or .
watched the entertainers and the They ~ecided to go on with the anybody to continue to be
press in L.A. talk for two hours session anyway.
brilliant in one form because the
THE JERK is Steve Martin's
about THE JERK via a large
audience requires it? Or to
· screen TV before ll buffet first starring feature film . The scretch out and fail in another
man with Happy Feet bad preluncheon was served.
form but feel that you're deTime was allowed . for those viously appeared in a brilliantly veloping . as a totally rounded
not in California to ask questions · funny short, THE ABSENT human being?
directly to the star and hss MINDED WAITER,, and had
The promotion of something to
director. Periodically, the guest roles in SGT. PEPPER'S sell is different than why he
performers would ask the disem- LONELY HEARTS CLUB wrote it, contends Reiner.
Steve Martin looks to diredor Carl Reiner for the answer to a quesbodied voices to describe BAND and THE MUPPET
tion from ~ lady from England wlio doesn't know what a Twlnkie is.
As to the merchandising of
u,.;.,
themselves, particularly the MOVIE.
THE JERK, there will be a
This current project deals with JERK photo-novel. Martin says
female speakers.
Carl Reiner, the multi-talented a warped Horatio Alger-like they wanted a novelization of the
director of OH GOD, WHERE'S figure , Navin Johnson, who movie but decided that the
POPPA? and ENTER leaves the black share-cropping photo-novel would be less preJ oin Woodsy.
LAUGHING, and noted comic family that raised him to seek tentious.
writer and performer tried to fame and fortune and the conse- ·
· Give a hoot. Don't pollute.
explain this novel approach to quences of such ambitions.
Work out ways t'o
"I've always avoided outReiner describes the rageous merchandising. We've
movie promotion.
make wastes useful.
"Universal figured out how philosophy behind the film thus- agreed to limit it to verv basic
much it would cost to get us to ly. "It's man's insatisability. things like JERK faucets, that
those places and said, hey, The destruction of man's id by you wear on your head. JERK
they're here, we can do this the overencompassing forces of brassieres. Very basic things."

~~-<--~-

Give a hoot!
Don't pollute.
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"Children" play· Found
To Be A Success
Groucho Marx would have been
by Thomas Shaw
proud to strut upon. Costumes
'' A man who works with his
·are · by Davice DaMata, and
hands" , says Louis -Nizer,· "is a
lighting design is by Ron Fleig.
laborer; a man woo· works with
The characters, 'played by
his hands and his •· brain is
· · some of the more talented accraftsman; but a man who
tors we have to offer, can
works with his hands and his
"carry you away," helping you
brain and his heart, · is an
to lose yourself, within the play
artist. "
itself. This play will give you a
Beginning tomorrow, jllld congood feeling, and perhaps this is
tinuing through to Saturday, you
the true mark of excellence. ·
can see art in one of its very
Amanda Lupeman, is played
best forms-the play.
by · Laura Murphy ; Ronald
Entered . in this years '
Lupeman is played by James
American College Theatre
Stowe -(who also adapted, The
Festival XII , I think
Grapes .of Wrath, for theatre);
Northeastems' entrant, ·written
Arthur Lupeman is played by
by our young playwright, Gary
Tony Monaco, and Edna Cassidy
Dunlap, has the inside track. I
is played by Sharyn Elman. And
am certain he'll win.
for most of you who know these
"Parents, Do You Know Who
people, you are aware of their
Your Children Are?", is a totally
energy, their talent, and of their
funny experience, from beginwillingness to " give it all."
ning to end. Don't fake my word
for it. Come see for yourself. ·
But for those of us who seldom
The exceptionally well- attend a play, and for those of us
organ ized, Department of who never attend a play, this
Speech and Performing Arts, play should bec_ome a first .
has put together one of the finest
It is the first play written by
shows- that you will ever see. It Gary Dunlap.
is one of the finest departments
It is a World Premier, meanyou will ever see.
ing, it is the first time it has
Directing by Durwald Alan ever been.presented.
Redd , reaches somewhere
Dlinlaps ' play , may be
between the " unseen guiding destined to take FIRST PLACE ,
hand" , and the miraculous. To in the region, in the Nation.
say that his work has reached a
professional zenith of
Now, you have the chance to
magnificence, is not to overstate celebrate in a " First." So,
this production ; however, rather
pack'em into that damned
than strive to reach the heights theatre : Wednesday, Thursday,
of hyperbolic exaggeration, I Friday, and Saturday.
will only say, " Redd is damned
I liked it so much I'm going to
good."
see it again. Why not treat
The play is about a young
yourself to some real " live" enman, who rebels against his tertainment. .
'p arents, who rebels against a
I have one parting comment:
lifestyle they have chosen for
him. He comes from theatrical Imagine, if you will, yourself sitparents. Naturally, they have ting in front of the television set.
decided that their son, Grady, You turn on your very favorite
played by Michael Lubeck, will program, you try to relax, but
alsQ become an actor. Grady has it's just no good. I'll tell you
other ideas ; he wants to become why. L~en up now.
an auto mechanic.
You think that you're in conNow, anyone with even half an
imagination, can envision a tr~l of your eyes, but you're not,
potentially t>r specifically, funny that cam~ raman is controlling ·
situation; so, be ready for the everything you see ; -the director
hilarity that follows. A review Qf has your head, right in the palm
such a ·fine play, cannot ever of his grimy hands, but do ,you
begin to even approach a small care? Of course· you do. You
degree of significance, relative care. So, I'm tellin' you exactly
to its content, theme, dialogue, what to do about it. Come see
and more particularly, its spec- this play. Come see, "Parents,
tacular presence. I want you to Do You Know Who Your
see the play. I want you to see Children Are? ", and you just
it, because it is good. You .will may enjoy yourself ... , for the
first time in a very, very long
have fun. You will like it.
The set design is by Timothy time. See you at the Play.
Frawley, who presents a design
Remember, tickets are free
that even Shakespeare, or . with student I.D.
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ACROSS

4. There are five
per foot

1. Not easily
removed

17.

19.
20.
21.
24.
25.
27.

29.
32.
33.
35.

36.

18. Touched
21. -Drove

5: Make

an
opening in

;;. V erbaten
6.
8.
12.
13.
16.

17: Deduct from

Ready : 2 wds.
1776 patriot
Fold
Screeched
Operating, as
a business
"It's worth a
million dollars
and it doesn't
cost a cent"
Official "no"
Hang over
p'rotectively
School dance
Turn aside
Grew
gradually
Trusted in:
2 wds.
Maintain
Slump
Neophyte
Start to eat
heartily:
2 wds. (slang)
- packing,
dismiss curtly

·22. Higher in
authority .

7, Flourished by
being exposed
. to: 2 wds.•

8. Fowl

23. Game introduced to U.S.-·in 1876

9; Related

26. . Facial fe~t ure

28._ Silent signal!!.
29. "No Parking,"_
for ~xample

10. Yakutsk's
river
11. Shorttempered

-R
0

s·
s

w

,Q

1-4. Sovereign

31. Longing

R

15. Without power
to move

34. Contend
(with)

D

30. Sour

s

DOWN
1. "Fain would I
climb, but that
I fear to-"
2. In a competent
manner
3. Call for help

.Hew & fccommendcd
· King Solomon's Rlng,,by Konrad Lorenz. (Harper/Col~phon,
$3.95.) Scientific, humorous accounts of animal behavior. ·
-----Robert Kennedy & His Times, by Arthur M. Schlesing~r. Jr.
(Ballantine, $3.50.) Biography and politics of 50's and 60's.
-·-- --- . - - - - - - - - . --·- ---The Snow Leopard, by Peter Matthiessen . (Bantam, $2.95.)
Spiritual odyssey of a man in search of himself.
._
Aaaociatlon of American Publl1her1/Natlonal A11oclallon of College Store■

Project HOPE
page 9)
Project Hope ' s principal
purpo~ are : To offer and develop the ·concept of 'self-help'
under professional guidance ; to
advance knowledge through
academic courses, educational
programs, and library; to train .
students ; to conduct research ;
and to generate impact on
societal institution so they will
provide more enlightened
serIBitivity toward those who
come to their doors for treatment and comfort.....
Kuzuhara emphasized that
· traditionally. most "self-help"
programs were "White suburban, middle-class" oriented ;
Project Hope, on the contrary,
will try to reach minority groups
of the inner-city.
However, Kuzuhara cautioned
that , regardless of Project
Hope's good intentions and high
hopes, one should not come to
the program thinking that this is
a panacea, citing examples of · .
(Cont i nued from

1. Chesapeake, l;>y James Michener. (Fawcett , $3 .95 .)
Multi-family saga alon(;J Maryland's Eastern Shore : fiction .
2. A Distant Mirror, by Barbara W. Tuchman . (Ballantine ,
$6.95.) Europe in the 14th century.

3. The Far Pavilions, by M. M. Kaye . (Bantam , $2 .95.) High
adventure and love in the Himalayas: fiction .

Campu,

C

4. In Search of History, by Theodore H. White . (WarMr,
$5.95.) Memoirs Qf a journalist .
5. Mommie nearest, by Christina Crawford . (Berkley,
$2.75.) Life with mother: Joan C~awford .
6. The World According to Garp, by _John Irving . (Pocket,
$'2.75.) Hilarious adventures of a son of a famous mother.
7. Evergreen, by Belva Plafn, (Dell , $2.75 .) Jewish immigrant woman 's cl imb from poverty on lower Manhattan .

8. The Thorn Birds, by Colleen McCullough . (Avon , $2.50.)
Australian family saga : fiction .
9. Scruples, by Judith Krantz. (Warner, $2.75 .) Ri39s to
riches in the fashion world : fiction.
10. Wifey, by Judy Blume. (Pocket, $2 .50.) Housewife 's ex-periences on road to emotional matu ri ty : fict ion.
Compiled by The Chronicle of Higher Education from information
supplied by college stores th roughout the country. December 3, 1979.

individuals who came _to the program saying, in effect, "here is
·m y problem-give me a cure."
This type of attitude can lead to
trouble, further complicating the
problem. One might lose all
hopes and end up with a sense of
forlorness.
Kuzuhara acknowledged that
there are obstacles the program
must face . in its dealings with
different minority groups. For
instance, it's a fact -that some
cultures just don't talk about
certain things. According to
him, the program will not go too
much to the individual, instead
it will concentrate on reaching
the institutions and social agencies , for example, the Church,
these individuals are more
closely connected to.
Project Hope offers academic
courses where students can earn
credits. Interested students can
work in hospital settings, nursing homes, or with ongoing
"self-help" groups.
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l ·announcement$
Alumni Hall was the place to
be, Tuesday, Dec. 4. Santa
Claus, snowmen, reindeer, elves
· and Christmas . filled the air · as
Student Council -for Exceptional
Children (SCEC) had their first
Christmas Dance. Exceptional
children from area schools came
and helped add to the occasion.
There was a lot of dancing, eating, drinking, disco lessons, and
Christmas songs being sung. The
children each made an ornament to decorate our tree with.
A special thanks to the SCEC
members, volunteers, donators
and Student Activities. They all
did an excellent job! Donations
•will go to a charity.
P .S . A VERY MERRY
CHRISTMAS TO ALL! (SCEC)
And also, watch for upcoming
events by us;

Tue~day
Glenview Office) .
(2) A nationally known corporation (located less than a
mile from campus) is seeking
8-10 students to learn Federal
Tax Laws and review_prepared
income tax forms (individual,
corporation, trust, etc.). Company prefers 4-hour blocks any
time between 9:00am and
6:00pm. Weekend hours available · after January 15. Rate of
pay : $4.00-$4.50 per hour. Applicants should have some accounting background or facility with
numbers. A company representative will be on campus Thursday, Dec. 13 between 1:00 and
2:30 to talk to UNI students.
Place: CC-216.

FOR SALE
8 Foot Meyers Snow Plow with
Pow~r Anglers Cylinders $500.00.
Call Bob 728-1895.
'
72 Plymouth Satellite Sebring
Plus White With Black Vinyl
Top, P .S:, l,B. , A.C . . Auto
Trans ., . AM-FM Stereo, Vwith many extras, Exe. Cond.
Must Sell. 878-4444 . .

HOLIDAY DEPRESSION! The
last Soup & Sul!!ltance topic of the
term will be ffOLIDA Y
DEPRESSION. The _main
speaker will be Roy Olson,
Pastoral Care Staff, Lutheran
General Hospital. Bring your
lunch or stop by the Cafeteria on
the way to Room 0-040 of the
Classroom Building. We'lll proOn Saturday, December 15, at
vide the SOUP Sponsored by the
7:30 p.m. there will be an evenCampus Ministry and the CCAB.
Lost? Confused? Looking for a
ing in Solidarity with Vieques, at
We would also like to thank all
friend?
Wnat someone to share
the Lincoln Park Presbyterian
those involved in the Soup &
something with? Or do }'OU just,
Church, 600 W. Fullerton.
Substance Series this term that
want to bitch a little to
Speakers from the Puerto Rican
have helped to make it a success,
Independence struggle , the ·somebody? Stop by room CMI07 in including the speakers, the staff
the Classroom Buildinl Tuesdays
solidarity movement, slides
2-6 p.m: or Wednesdays 3: 1>7 and especially the students. And
from Vieques and music will all
p.m. Friends are students who a HAPPY HOLIDAY SEASON
be part of this activity in sup'..
TO ONE AND ALL.
port of the Puerto Rican . believe ··Students · are very • im-·
portant people. ' '. "So stop by even
people's fight against the U.S.
if·you
just want a friendly hello or
Navy in Vieques, Puerto Rico,
a hug fr:om another human being.
and for independence.
Eligible students who did not advance register for the winter 1980
The Student Senate is having a
trimester niay register
cammeeting on December 10, 1979 at
The paintings, prints and draw- pus January.3 and 4.
~
7:00 p.m . in room CC-216. All
inac: of Peggy Lan_
g rall, a resi- See Schedule· for· times
.-...,...
' .and addimembers of ·the UNI community - dent
of Glenview, will be dis- tional informatiort ---~-.1 '),'
ure invited to attend.
' .,
played on the main floor of the Thank vou.

-

NOTICE TO THE
NO~THEASTERN COMMUNITY . . . WZRD will be
broadcasting throughout the entire Christmas vacation on 88.3
FM from 11 a .m. - 12 midnight
Mon.-Fri. and from 10 a.m . - 10
p .m . on weekends. Happy
Holidays! ! !

There are 8 Undergraduate
and 2 Graduate ·positions available on the Commuter Center
Board of Managers. Any interested students should contact
William J. Rzepka on or before
January 14, 1979 in room E-210
or at ext. 501.

Dec. 11
NSANE, Northeastern Students
Against Nuclear Energy meets
today and every Tuesday at 1:00
p.m. in Room 2-105 of the
classroom building. Everyone is
welcome. Remember better ACTIVE today, than RADIOACTIVE tomorrow!

The final meeting of the term
for the GAY /LESBIAN SUPPORT GROUP will be Tuesday,
Dec. 11th, at 1 p.m. in Room
2--031 of the Classr:oom Building.

Thursday

New Officers were · elected to
the board of Students for Israel.
They are ; Ira Silverstein President, Gail Simway V.P. of
Organization, Richard Kane V.P.
The University Community
of Programming and Memis invited to a HOLIDAY
bership, May Meveire CorPARTY GET-TOGETHER,
responding Sec. and Debbie
Wednesday, Dec. 12th, 1-4 p.m.
Yompol Recording Sec, and Phil
in Room 0-006 of the Classroom
Levesky V.P. Public Relations.
Building. All faculty, staff and
The plans established by the
especially the students are
new board were to hold a general • welcome to stop by for some •
meeting every third Tuesday of
wine and cheese and to say hello
the month. Furthermore, every
to the Campus Ministry Staff.
Tuesday there will be a table set
And our Very Best Wishes for A
up . in Village Square, with
HAPPY H~LJDAY SEASON.
Planned activities. We wish them
Goodluck!
On Wed., Dec. 12 from noon to
Ms. Donna Renn, a practJc·
one,
FRIENDS
·
Lost? c nfused
ing attorney from the Chicago
· 0
? Looking for a
friend? Want someone to share
metropolitan area, · will be
~
thin · ·th, o do
·
speaking to the Political Science
g WI
•
r
you
Just
. - Careers in· Politics and
Northeastern Illinois University
some
·
·
class
~
want to betch alittle to
Library, 5500 North St. Louis
Avenue, from November 29 to
-~mebody{ Stop •· by -FRIENDS,
Law.
·
·
.. · 0-007 ·
he
··
All interested students, faculty
10 t
December 13. The library is open
MET_R0-H_ELP !NATIONAL room
.
Classroom
·
· •
and . staff, are invited to attend
Monday through Thursday, 8
RUNAWAY Switchboard is.offer- building Tuesday ·2-6 · -p,m. or
Wedo d
3 15-7
F ·ends
and take part in this presentaa.m. to 10 p.m.; Friday, 8 a .m . to
ing Free Training for people _in-.··
es ays :_
p.m. n
tion and discussion.
6 p.m.; and Saturday, 9 a.m. to. 5 terested 'in volunteering for this are st udents who believe "Stu- "' The- location will be in E-112,
p.m. Langrall is a .Senior maJ·or- i,. HO'l'.LINE
.. ·.W, e .are..
_ the onl.v 24! dents
a~ . Vecy~
•
.,.1 ,; ·So'
b ' ·J ·mportant peo,:
the UNI TV Studio (in the first
.· --e,
ina in art at Northeastern.
hour Information.·~R
_. eferral and_ . .;.e'.. -_· f:stop
.
· diY,even if you just · • floor . hall way , behind th
'· .. .
Crisis Intervention Service in the ' ~ t a nen y hello or ,a _hug
'Auditorium Stage) .
,·
Chicago Area.
_ ' · t" _ .. ,.. ~~ another human being.
f:. _,.
Dr. c. Pastors
' If you -mfghl be interested or ,.. '•. ,'. ·.
should you want inore informa- - . ' ,.
,
U
Need some help or information?
tion. CALL - 929-5854..
If you wish to retain your
.
locker for the . Winter trimester
C.
We'll try our best to help, tell you
where you can get the Worma. 1980, payment must be made by
tion or even lend a friendly ear
FrL Dec. '14, 1979. Refunds for
when necessary . Stop by
locks returned will be given in
FRIENDS in room 0-007 of the
the Gaine Room beginning MonClassroom building (lower levels Regaroing : Anthologies of d a Y ' December 3 · NO
between the Unicorn and the Women's.Writings-Sponsoredby REFUNDS , WILL BE GIVEN
Cafeteria ) on Tuesdays 2~ p.m . Women ' s Studies. Women ' s AFTER DEC. 14·
or Wednesdays 3: 15-7 p.m . St~diesislooking. foranykindof
•
•
I
. ·
FRIENDS are students who
work with a· . "feminist point-<>f.- .
believe " Students are Very Im- view." If you are interested conportant People" We are there for
tact Jean Gillies on the fifth floor
YOU, the student, so come by oftheBeehiveBuilding, X423.
·
•
and tell us what you need.

Dec. 12

on

TWO

OUTSTANDING
PART-TIME
JOB OPPORTUNITIES
The Student Employment Office , . D-0.2..t_
is. occa_sionally
:- ,
alerted to part-time 1·ob opportunities , that represent interesting (!r . intriguing . learning
experiences fo_r students..
Two such opportunities are
now available.
_
(1 ( A nationally know Motor
Club is seeking twenty or more
students to work as " tour
guides," that is, planning -and
mapping out auto tours (routes
and points of inter:_eSt ) for Club
members. The job involves approximately 15 hours per week
in late afternoon, Mon.-Fri.;
$3 .40-3.60 per hour.. A company

representative will be on campus Tuesday, Dec. 11 between
1:00 and 2:30 to present a job
overview 1'nd interview applicants. Place : CC-218. (Note :
hired students will work out of

sa f

d
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De .14

School
CI oses
UntH
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HAPPY
HQLIDAYSI

NEED CREDIT? SEND FOp.THE C/!EDIT GAME
"Tired of being without credit, or up to your neck in
'minimum payments'? With this book you will learn how
to _make the $300 billion credit industry jump _a t your
command."

SOLVE ALL
• Too young to borrow?
• New in town/no references?
• Erase bad debt records
• Skip bills without ruining cred it '
• Receive l_oans with in weeks of beginning this program
• Information on updated credit laws and legislation
• Your rights under the Federal Credit Acts

Send Check or
Money Order to

WALL STREET
PUBLISHING CO.

THESE
CREDIT
PROBLEMS

,--------------------------ONLY $5.95
·

1

' with

I

THE CREDIT GAME

I
I

303 5TH AVE. ·
SUITE 1306
NEW YORK, NY 10016

I
I
I
I

.

(N .Y. residents add 8% Sales Tax)

Enclosed is $ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ for _ _ _ _ _

Books

Name
Address _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.__ _ _ _ __ _ _
City •_ _ _ _ _ _ __ State _ _ __ _ _· Z ip _ _ __
Allow 3 weeks for delivery .
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Cheating on Term Papers
her. purchased dissertation? Not
really. She says her purchase,
by Steve Palmer. •
SEATTLE, · WA (CPS)--Like which one Pacific Research inmany students, Rainy Mendoza stder estimated probably cost
had honorable intentions. She'd $1,000 to complete, "goes on
worked long and hard for her everywhere."
She's right. Though there are
doctorate, and labored many
months to develop statistics for no available sales estimates in
her dissertation. with a reluctant this closed-mouth industry,
Bureau of Indian Affairs. Once term-paper selling is enjoying a
all that was done, she got cold boom if Pacific Research accurately reflects what is going
feet.
"Although I had X amount of on.
English training in college,"
Gil Shere and Michael Gross,
Mendoza , now a guidance two University of Washington
counselor in Tulsa, Oklahoma, grads, parlayed a copying busirecalls, " I felt that I was not ness .in Seattle's University Disadept enough with the lingo" to trict into a mail-order catalogue
actually · write the dissertation full of term papers- for sale in
• herself.
· 1974. Since then the business has
When she asked her advisor spilled over from one to four
about commissioning someone converted houses full of three
else to do the wi:iting, she says dozen employees on Queen Anne
her advisor didn't forbid her. So Hill, and includes a graphics
on April 17, 1978, she sent a $400 arts department, four divisions,
check and a letter to Pacific and even computer time bought
Research of Seattle, a· firm from a local bank. The number
which sells " research" papers to of computer terminals in the ofanyone with the requisite cash. fice, according to a Pacific
True to its word; Pacific Research employee, has doubled
Research soon delivered a dis- in just the last year.
. · sertation with the impressive tiIn the process, Shere and
tle of "The Weschler In- Gross, who refused to comment,
telligence Scales for Children have cranked up an impressive
and the Wide Range Achieve- sales machine that includes
ment Test: Their Use on Native widespread advertising in colAmerican Indian Children.''
lege newspapers and magazines,
Does she have any post- bulletin board coupons, and, of
graduate ethical doubts about course, the catalogue, with some

7500 pre-written papers on subjects ranging from " America :
Contemporary Social Life" to
wology.
The firm , like other research
services, also offers a "custom

'Plagerized papers represent
nothing less than a
breakdown of trust in
the -academic community'

research," whi~h currently goes
for $7 .50 per page of wider~graduate work and $9 per page
for · graduate, scientific or
technical work.
Their rates are competitive
with the other major research
companies . The most Los
Angeles' Research Assistance
will charge you for one of the
10,000 titles it claims to have on
file $69.50, 50 cents less than
Pacific's maximum. Some of the
other major and minor research
firms around are Collegiate
Research , ~ International
Termpapers, and such colorfully-named groups as
P_lanned Paperfiood, Quality

1he
J~
UNIVERSAL PICTURES.PRESENTS
AN ASPEN FILM SOCIETY WILLIAM LMcEUEN - ·
DAVID V. PICKER PRODUCTION
A CARL REINER FILM

STEVE MARTIN
1heJER}<

in

Bullshit, and Write-On, Inc.
The quality of their work. inevitably varies. Mendoze found
her dissertation was "inconclusive. " A student reporter
at Youngstown State .University

bought a paper last year from
Research Assistance as part of a
story on buying papers, and
found that the research she'd
bought was itself plagiarized
from a 1966 Saturday Review
article.
Frank Johnson of Research
Assistance t9ld College Press
Service then that such
plagiarism cases " have never
happened ," and that while the
firm had no editorial review
board or -fact-checking, it had a
"very reliable staff."
Yet the work is good enough
often enough to bring~some students passir;ig grades and others,

like Mendoza, full graduate
degrees. College Press Service,
for example, has found that the
University of Nebraska unwittingly granted a masters in
education this summer to ~ high
school principal who had submitted a thesis on which Pacific
Research did at least some of
the work. ·
And it happens often enough to
generate a lot of concern among
educators. -Plagiarized papers
represent nothing less than "a
breakdown of trust in the
academic community," according to Layton Olson of the National Student, Educational
Fund. " When a student who is
studying feels that other students may be buying a grade,"
Olson wrote in April, "there is a
breakdown in the rules of the
game for the consumer has contracted.''
York, North Carolina, Illinois,
Massachusetts, Connecticut,
Penns y l van i a , Maryland ,
Washington, and New Jersey)
have tried to legislate against
companies selling term papers.
Yet they are tough laws to enforce .
For one thing, there are
legitimate research sourcg . apd ..,
the line between protecting
legitimate research sources and
controlling retail plagiarism is a
fine one. " If we're not careful,"
-notes Washington legislator Don
Charnely, "we could put the Encyclopedia Brittanica out of
business."
Other kinds of problems in
legally stopping the research
firms became evident when the
Illinois attorney general's office
investigated Pacific Research
for four months in 1978. Selling
term papers in Illinois is illegal,
so the attorney general's office,
according to · staffer Mary
McCullagh, bought and received
two papers from the firm in order to prove the ·firm was breaking the law.
Once the papers arrived, it
became a mail fraud case. Yet,
there was enough of a question
about Pacific Research's action
that the attorney general's office
simply dropped the investigation. According to a 1973 Appeals
Court decision in U.S. vs. International Term Papers, the
firm doesn't defraud anyone unless it "contemplates a 'scheme' ·
which involves misrepresentation based on the materials (the
firm) sends."
That's why the firms insist onpublically calling their wares
" research," rather than term
papers. By doing so,.they evade
responsibility for how the
. material is ultimately used.
Buyers of Pacific Research
materials, for one, get a contract which -swears the buyer is
getting data "intended to be
used .solely for research and reference purposes."
It is apparently a little harder
to maintain the distinction
within the organization, though.
According to a Pacific Research
staffer , fewer than a fifth of the
contracts are ever ever .signed
by the buyers. Two of the form
letters sent over the signature of
Shirley J a y, director of
customer research for the company, refer to delivering a
"paper," not research. ·
Nevertheless, prosecutors still
haven't found a way to halt the
firms .

.
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Duane~s Utter Mutter
'

• n"" Kroch's&-Brentano's· '.

_____ ,..,. -THE FULL SERVICE BOOKSTORES ' - -·- - - .

Anybody ·w ho's Anybody11! A Nobod~s ·
Guide _To S~n:,~bodydom

11

1

1

,

.

_

It has ~ome the fashionable
Today's generation IS a mass
A DANCER - For you, defecwarble of those iri the · 'social of frustrated c;elebrities, each
tion must be' your imperfection.
commentary' school of criticism
one vyj.ng for the one-shot into
No matter what country you call
to proliferate Uie ' belief ~hat y;e
'someh?dydom,' the one presthome, you should now be calling
are living in. the rpidst· of Uie
chang~proof that will make
it long distance. To do this, you
'ME' g~ration. They contef_ld _ them an overnight ~nsation, a
must first tell your dance troupe
through their . infinite, omnipodiscovery, a kick in the head to
to take a long leap off a short
tent, contact le~ eyes t~t we ,•~ Uf!l"~dy world. Everyone
pirouette. Thef'.ll take the hint
Study with Cliffs Notes, because
are . plastic. people, droids of
wants to crawl out from under .once they find you've removed
they can help you do betterj n
widgetdp~, the 'mindless ·t hat rock of 'nobodydom' and in- : the elastic from their tights.
English class. There are more than
.
.
masses' out •in . search· of a ·re- . to the lemon-limelight of a 7UP , After the show ' (and with loose
200 Cliffs Notes covering all the
· ··
asonably priced hamburger. Our
commercial, a stint on the · tights there'll certainly be a
frequently,assigned novels, P!ays
supposed lives are ruled by class
Ca1'59n show, a twelve city book
show) take a trotsky over to the
an~
poe~s. Use them as
structure, narcicism, ·mirrored
tour,.a front table at Sardi's, an
American embassy and tell
guide while you're
,
walls, and the universal convic- ..exhausting night with Liza anq
them you're just dying for a Big ·
reading .. .and again as •
®
tion that a Karl Maulden
Cher at the 'Stuaio.' Today, with
Mac. With ·that line, the asylum
an efficient review for exams .
!ill~(\) ,t .
Travelers Cheque is the answer
the right amount of luck in the
you get might go beyond the ·
They're great for helping you
LJ
to our world-wide search for the
right amount of light, everyone's
political.
·
-understand literature ...and
ultimate truth. At times it apa celebrity ; everyone's "just
A MOVIE STAR - If you're a
they're ready to help you now.
pears that the experts have .back from the coast,' or "just
woman, wear little clothes and
theorized themselves into.a selfdying to try Heffy's new
tell everyone you just finished
styled societal stupor that
Jae~."
'shooting ~ flick in ··Rio.' If
borders on the inane, teeters on
To aid you in your peryerse
you're a man, announce to the
the taudry; and quite commonly
transition, let me outline the
world every woman you've ever
falls victim to its own 'w arped
following suggestions, then do slept with, but insist to the
1·
rules. As a game show it might
what you want. To fit the bill of
papers that you're basically shy.
THE FULL SERVICE BOOKSTORES ®
have potential, but as ·a n exc~lebrity status, one must be
For both sexes it is a wise prac29 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, IL 60603 • (312) 332-7500
amination of ow: ·T~entieth ~n- . · moody- lik~ tJ)at ; one must put in
tice to have your answering • 8,tANCH STORES : 516 N. Michigan Ave. • 112 E. Randolph SI. • 11 S. LaSalle St.
1711 Sherman Ava., Evanston • 1021 Lake St., Oak Park • North Mall, Old Orchard .
tury lives, it
more re- ,) tr ~rs,\
strangely, and pour machine take all calls with the
Oakbrook Canter • EvargrNn Plaza • Rlnr Oaks • Lincoln Mall • Randhurst Ceifler
HawthOm Center • The Mall at CherryVale (Rockford) • Woodtiald Mall • Fox·valler
sembles a Moose convention ip
drinJls down the fronts of young
words: "I am quite sure you are
Canlar • Walar Tower Place • Orland Square
Kalam87.00. One : m~t alw.ays ' women. Being rude in public
disappointeQ in my. absence,
keep in mind. t'1ai in t~ry
certaj.nly helps, snide remarks · however you may still grovel at
there is farce,.; in supposition are essential, but above all, try
the beep." :- ·
be finished sometime in the near sunglasses unpolarized, _. your
there is folly, and in God there is
and "pretend that you're one of · A DlSCO QUEEN - First, you
future, or possibly after your limousine unmidasized,.and your
trust, ~ t in satire there is only
the following until you are . . .
must dress like Sally Rand,
own death. Collect advances, hair reupholstered. Inform the
world of your dislike · for fame
the punchline. Amen.
then deny everything; Mystery,
shave your head, •sing pornodrink heavily, live with assorted
By cutting through .the · like misery, is a must!
:.
graphically, and dance· on the
sexes, smoke prolifically, and because you are presently ·.less
analytical bafflegab of formal
· · A SOCIALITE - Change your
roof of any nearby Rolls Royce,
spit on people . in bookstores. interesting in lofe than you will
thought and styaing strictly to
name to something with three or
preferably white. Attract a large
Insult ,other writers constantly be in death. Once you'r:e through
the garb ·· of the · exceedingly four parts in it, then insist to
gay following, talk tongue i~ . . aQd . tell vicious _lies .'lhout Gore abusing .yourself with crushed
casual, mainly sneakers and wet your friends ttiat you're a rechic, live a wild, immoral life of
Vidal, Norman Mailer and ·0range Crush bottles and old
T-shirts, it is erotically clear lative of the Kennedys. Throw
sordid sex and assorted socks,
Truman Capote, and your copies of Rolling Stone
Magazine, you can then feel the
that the · 'ME' generation is lavish parties, then refrain ~rom
then overdose on a yogurt shake
publisher's mistress.
Media based. We have no need paying the bill until your name all before your twentieth birthA PUNK STAR - Have your true frustrations of an artisian.
for theory and conjecture; just gets into the New York Tbnes
day. Instant infamy.
.
get on a talk show. We have no food section. When Liz Smith anA WRITER - Insist that you've
,
need for sociologists; just write
nounces your birthday in a
been working on the greate!!l
a self-help book.
blurb, you've hit the big time.
novel of all time and that it will
OXFAM-America, the interna- will give a Cambodian orphan a
tional relief and development supplementary diet of rice, sug.
agency that is delivering food, ar, edible oil _and vitamins for
medicine and other vital sup- one week. Twenty-five dollars"'
plies into Cambodia, called .OP .will provide .AO pounds of soy
Americans to make holiday con- bean seeds and 4 hoes to help
tributions to the effort that is be- plant for a spring harvest."
ing made to save four and one"We can assure American
half million people.
supporters," said Short, "that
During a recent . visit to · horses· each year. Research .great depths, but more recently
"We hope that people here in their dollars will swiftly become
C h i c a g o , D r . M i l t o n estimates their population to be they have been found . much the U.S., will take an opportunifood to feed hungry people
Federmeyer, founder of -the a segregated 50-50 mixture of closer to the surface. This cor- ty during the holiday season to
now. "
Council for Reported Abnormal good and evil beings, something responds to the fact that that in make a gift that could mean the
Phenomena, lectured on this like earths," cowboys and in- some places, the earths crust is difference between life and de'oxfam was the first private
years hottest subject of dians.
less · than 14 fee tthick. ath for many Cambodians," said relief agency to deliver asparanormal interest-the mole
The information · pieced Federmeyer speculates that the OXFAM's Director Joe Short.
sistance into Cambodia in
people.
together by Dr. Federmeyer mole people are hollowing out
"One way to do this," con- August. So far, it has shipped in
Stories of mole people have comes from diverse sources, in- the earth, perhaps to accom- tinued Short, "is to set an extra over 6,000 tons of food, meeicine,
been recorded in nearly every deed. Alexander the Great, in modate their own burgeoning place at your holiday table and .,,seeds, agricultural implements
means of communication since his old age was reported to have population. Volcanoes are said to send the money it would cost and other vital supplies.
the dawn.{)f man i.e., cave paint- told one of his many nephews of to used for dumping their dig- · to fill this plate to OXFAM.
Contributions to OXFAM's
ings, hieroglyphics, an obscure an encounter with a mole like gings, since they provided easy
A five dollar gift will ooy a Holiday Appeal for Cambodia
reference in the Dead Sea "burrowinge mann" . Tales car- access to the surface. This twenty-five pound bag of rice; may be sent to Oxfam-America,
scrolls, the National Enquirer. ried by brusty ·o1d sailors on the would be catastrophic, should enough food to feed ten Cambo- :m Columbus Ave., Boston, MA
All these point to the existence great 18th century whaling ships they weaken the foundation of a dians for . a week. Ten dollars 0'2116, (617) 247-3304.
of a race of.mysterious sui.>terra- describe fierce battles between major metropolitan area, or
nean man-like beings. In his re- Eskimos and "t~ny moley-like perhaps break through into a
search, Dr. Federmeyer has . fellers ." Admiral Perry con- large body. of water. 1be world
_
burrowed through literally brief- firmed this.
could literally "go down the
Not . all information . comes drain" Federmeyer giggled. The
cases full of material and comesup with some startling con- from the past, however. The ·re- 86 year-old researcher allayed
.
clusions.
cently declassified Project the audiences fears when he .
The typical mole person ap- Peristalsis undertaken by the stated, "I don't expect anything
pears to be about the size of a · U.S. Navy to investigate the like that should happen during
well developed Australian child. mole people lends much support my lifetime."
·
· .
Since the molar community is to Dr. Federemyers findings . ·
. An analysis of the more than attending, major, occupational
subterranean, its inhabitants The Navy would not, however
Concluding his lecture, 15,000 individual entires in the goals, jobs • held , religion,
lack the skin pigment, melanin; confirm rumors of an actual Federmeyer was good to point data bank indicates that_ about parents union, employment and
and they therefore appear white mole person body that is being out that the ·mole-man stories . :.)Ok are based on need, about military information, and a
or almost translucent. Their kept at a high security installa- must be taken with a grain of :.)Ok on merit and th,e remainder variety of other factors. <:::ost of
salt. He said, "This sort of thing on a combination or other fac- the service is only.$25.
general demeanor is still in tion on the Alleutian islands.
question, however. While well-•
The most alarming fact about is now very much in vogue. We tors. The Scholarship Bank is
Interested students should
versed in the social graces the mole person has only re- are conducting flrst-rate scien- the only source for all aid send a stamped, self-addressed
within their own society, their cently come to light. For as long tific research regarding these sources, including graduate envelope (and save themselves
approximately 100 hours of reattitude towards humans is still as they have been keeping re- creatures existence. · When we grants.
being investigated. They are re- cords, major oil companies in can demonstrate to the scientific
the key to the,data bank is the search) to The Scholarship
puted to be responsible for many Texas and Oklahoma report fin- community that they do exist, it questionnaire that each student Bank, 10100 Santa Monica Blvd.,
of the unexplained disap- ding ~its of cloth, hair, and will change the course of history fills out. ~~uested information No. 750, Los Angeles, CA. 90067.
pearances of promin~nt in- shoes in their core sampl,es. At · more than the invention of concerns ·age, . sex, marital or call toll-free 800-327-9191 edt.
dividuals Jlnd .,.,thg™h.l>J.Ed.......JLI!ti,..ti!t;Y. ~r:e.!2~.~ u.J......~!!~t}'." _ ..,1; ....,......,,,,_.,..,,_,.,..~
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.l~!;!':'ions.~ Repo rling fot Visa Checks
. -with Little Resistance-,•· . .
1

WASHINGTON, -D.C, _(CPS) - ment does ·act legally in the de:.
While nc:> Iranian nationals stu- portatjon proceedings.
dying m ·the-U.S. have been de '
last week . Stanford adported yet, ,the .bnigration -and • min,istrators sent a letter to all
Naturalization Service (INS) re- its Iranian students, explaining
ports ~t the p~ess_of check- what was ex~ted of them by
ing the Iranians' -visa status is the Dec. 14 deadline. The unmore than a' third completed, iversity, however, refused to aland that if is going smoothly. low INS agents to meet the Ira'
Most public resistance to Presi- nians on the campus.
dent Carter's Nov. 11 order that
Public Affairs Vice President
Iranian nationals report to local Robert M. ~nzweig says the
INS offices seems to have come university ~ade sure the INS
from non-Iranians.
would only sk the Iranians ques"So far, we're very pleased tions " Out of a form that's used
with the complia,ice (with the routinely for an extension of visorder) ," says INS ~ess Rela- as when they expire. "
tions Director Vern Jervis. As of
"Oµr first concern is to make
Thanksgiving, "we've had at sure the government is abiding
lea~l one third of the Iranian na- by the law. So far as I can tell,
tionals report in."
they are."
About 285 of the Iranians
~imply volunteered to go home,
A student group called the
Jervis adds. All told, the INS Stanford Libertarians was not so
had interviewed 17,700 Iranians sure.
"The American people have a
by Nov. 22. Some 2200 - or 12
percent of the· total reporting in , -right to be angry , '' the
- were - found to be "out of Libertarians said in a release,
status" with the conditions of "but for Carter to seize and detheir · vi$35, and thus could port innocent Iranians is nothing
more than the most cyajcai atpoteqtially be deported.
Jervis says bhat even those . tempt to change that anger: into
who are. eligible to be deported ugly zenophobia."
About the only other instance
migtlt rema\n in.. the u. s. fQr
several more months while of resistance -to Carter's ·order
·was a suit filed by two Arizona
legalities are worked out. .
State and one Los Angeles City
k smattering of universities,
apparently uncomfortable with College _Iranian students last
the roundup, have publically re- week in U.S. District Court in
solved to make sure the govern- Washington, D.C.

• • •

While~Af:Texas A&I
Threats F-ly.
e_

The suit, filed on behalt 01 ai,
KINGSVILLE, TX (CPS) _ Iranians styding here, seeks _to
camAnti-Iranian sentiment
stop U.S. Attorney General Banpus has boiled over into
jamin Civiletti and acting INS
numeroi.Js demonstrations since
Commissioner David Crosland
the Americans were taken
from enforcing "unconstituho!!tage in Teheran Nov. 4, but
tional" regulations that threaten
nowhere has violence been
Iranians with deportation if" they
don't report to the INS by Dec~ threatened more than at Texas
A&I, a campus of 6500 students.
14.
Simon Garza notes that
The Iranians' attorneys ,
" Things are very, very hot
Shelley Davis of the Socialist
here."
Workers . Party and Eric
Garza knows because his life
Lieberma(! of the National
Emergency Civil Liberties Com- ·w~s1 threa:tne(j after he told a
campus radio station audience
mitt~. say the regulations are
that "The American people have
"an unprecedented attempt to
punish over 50,000 people _finally come to the conclusion
that we are not going to be
of their nationality."
pushed around. This time we are
The INS' Jervis maintains the
going to push back."
regulations are reasonable, and
requirf a he?ririg f!)r any Ira- _ While Garza, who is pr:oducti_on ·manager at the station,
nians 'found out of status.
,
KTAI , cedes the remark was not
He declares, "Our purpose is
altogether appropriate for a
to defermine the facts . The Iranews reporter, he defends it as
nians involved will be treated in
"an accurate commentary" on
the hearings like everyone else
under the due process of law."
Jervis says that there are
50,500 Iranian · students here, o
of a total foreign · student
_population of 244,000.
•'

O

on

beca~

C

student sentiment on the campus.
Later that night, .C arza got a
call at his dorm room. "You are
a Mexican puppet of the .Shah,"
a voice· toid him in broken
English. "We are going to kill
you, and we are going to kill the
Shah.;.

' .

Two subsequ~nt cal.ls that
'rught contained threats against
Garza and · the radio station,
which the voice promised to
bomb. Garza was then e~rted
,off campus, and temporarily
~used at a faculty member's
residence.
Since fhen, ari . Anti-Iranian
Student Association -has grown
to about 300 members·, according
to yam. He adds that classes
are being disrupted by anti- Iranian sentiment. There are
some ~ Iranians registered
here.

•

-s·uPPLY AND

. INVENTORY
MANAGEMENT

~

If you wa nt experience in supply or inventory mansJ~·
agement, there's no faster way to get it than -as a
Navy Supply Officer. ·In less than a year, you could
bE; reswnsible for supplying a single shipLthe equivalent of rupning a million-dollar-a-yea r business.
Also top salary, travel and complete benefits.
For complete information, send your resume to
or contact: '

AVIATION CAREER
College students and recent college graduates 'with
degrees in Humanities, Social ·Science and Education.
Apply now for exciting and challenging careers in ovoiation. Must l>e 'in good phy~ical condition. Outstanding
medical pion, retirement program, 4 weeks annual paid
vacation and other benefits. We train you. Coll {312)
657-2169, collect or write: Naval AviQtion NAS; Bldg.
41, 9fenview, IL. 60026.

Rec·ruiting District t.>f ·
Chicago
·auilding 41 Naval Air Station
Glenview, Illinois 60026

Navy

UNIVERSAL PICTURES and COLUMBIA ~CTURESPresenl

DAN AYKROYD · Nf DBf ATTY· JOHN BHUSHl ·tORRAINf GARY· MURRAY HAMllTON ·CHRISTOPHf RlH
TIM MATHfSON · TO SHIRO MlfUNf · WARRf NOAHS · ROBfRT ·STACK· lRfAl WIUIAMS
in An A-T
eam Producllon ol ASTEVEN SPIELBERGFILM
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NANCY ALUN · EDDIE OEEZEN · BOBBY OiClCCO · DIANNE KAY · SLIM PICKENS · WENDIE JO SPERBER · LIONEL STANIIR 01reclcr ol PhctOJalhi WILLIAM AFRAKER ASC · &leenplay by ROBERTZEMECKIS &BOB GALE
Slory by ROBERTZEMECKIS&BOB GALE and JOHN MILIUS · Music by JOHN Vv1LLIAMS · Produced by BUZZ mTSHANS -ExeculMl Producer JOHN MILIUS -Orrecled by STEVEN SflLBERG 1....; ~ _... ..,,;,: ~ ~
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Buying Scooters, Gas Stations, and Fid d Ii ng with Therrilosta~ts
•

(CPS)-:- This isn't the best of
limes for physical plant
managers . •

California-Berkeley is trying to
cope with an estimated 40 percent increase in energy costs.
The University of Florida
Those managers are lead by planned for a 30 percent inone Paul Knapp, who heads the crease, but has gotten an inweightily-named Association of crease closer to 40 percent. As
Physical Plant Managers of of 'mid-November, it was close
Universities and Colleges, and to $500,000 over its energy
who is, fittingly enough, less op- budget.
timistic :
" If we don't gel special ap"There -is a tremendous propriations or convert unused
burden on (educational) faculty salaries," Florida Exfacilities right now," he un- ecutive Vice President John
derstates. Knapp methodically. Nattress warned the Florida
ticks off the reasons why. "With Alligator, "then we may have to
declining enrollment, declining close down the university."
endowment, EPA
standards,
Nattress quickly qualifies the
handicapped standards, and remark, saying it was· "an offmaintenance, the institutions are the-top-of-the-head threat," but
going to have a tough tim~Y , it is, typical of the kind of
Worse yet; Kanpp was respon'- -frust'r atio~ ~ colle,g e ti'nergy
ding to a questiorf about ener~, · pan~gt;rs ar'e feeling these
·
which is the managers' most days.
·
troublesome problem of the moFederal efforts to force them
ment. ,Managers were already into conservation,prog~ms have
groaning under unanticipated ~ bought only •mixed results. On
energy- cost increases even July 16, President Carter orbefore l he: Iranian . oil cutoff dered that the thermostats in all
threatened to · drive. energy public buildings be kept at 78
prices even higher.
,degrees in the summer, and at
Yale administrators, for ex- 65 degrees after .OcL l. If ,ever-.
ample, watched campus energy yone complied, he said, the U.S.
costs hit $11' million in 1978-7.9, a would cut its oil ~plion by
500 percent .increase over 1969. 250,000 barrels per day.
. Though they responsibly
budgetl!tt another .increase this
year and patriotically ap- · "We· have had very f~w peopl~
propriated $7.4 million to make who are unable to comply (with
campus buildings more energy the standards), '. ' Knapp reefficient, they had to . begin portys. On the other hand, " it is
Thanksgiving break with an an- doubtful that (turning down
nouncement that university thermostats) will save energy."
There's no doubt ' the
energy costs for 1979-80 were
running a full $4 million over thermostat program has
awakened some resentment
budget anyway.
Yale's problems aren't unique. among administre.tors over yet
The University of Connecticu't another area of governmental
energy costs have increased by "interference" in university af$3.3 million per year, despite fairs .
"Hell no, we're not in strict
conservation measures 'that
have saved it an estimated $4.3 compliance," says University of
million . The University of Oklahoma Physical Plant

•

•

~ ;
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"
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Manager Chris Mason. · Mason thermostats on his camP,US- . "
Cushman se09ters, . while Iowa .
said the University has "a ,real
H~ _estimates that a _cen- .· State,~.Qld ~he:P,ti~,!!¼S~ ~!a,9(decontrol system
of.. ' six
good" conservation program, trahzed
I
.
'. could · partment '.s trµcks in favor,11""
but ·that it isn't like average $100,000 per ~uil~,; _ mo~. ', IQ,'t'a~ ~te.Je ) u~d . fo~ _
, , ,.
Washjngton's.' The reason is that '
Yet physical. plant manage~ , moreov~f, .~r,e.,eQc;o_urfiin~: their..
the university uses natural gas, have few ways of estimating departments , to µse. gasohol . not oil. "We could shut the un- how much ejther federally-or potentiallr,_a ··~ajor: irid1;15tf}' ip ,
.
7
'
1versity down and not save a campus-initiated conservation · that farm s~~te._:- inst~d ·g as ,
drop (of oil)," he explains. He programs · will save tttetn, • in all school veh1cl~s. "·: . ', _.,
At the University o( 'Arfaona~
expects ' 'federal .regulators will though Knapp promises central ,
be on my back anyway."
control systems can . pay for '' an a~ministration ~ TT]puter1'"'.as
Complying with the regula- themselves in "two to,, ,thr:ee pr0,gp~m_m.ed to, h~lp inatFh ptudeqts with carpoolers, but .. the
tions, moreover, could cost years."
Soutpern Illinois .University at. prog~am"h~ been, disappointing.
schools a lot of money.
University of Georgia Plant Edwardsville, for one, ex- Lake Erie College and Gl,lf{ield
Senior . Colleg~ in Painseyille,
Director Ken Jordan told the perimented with energy
Red & Black student paper that servation in August when it . ottio have hE;en more suc~ful
because campus buildings are shortened summer session with a program that gives an $18
of varying ages and have weeks from five · to four days. tuition discount on three-credit
thermostats of varyiog ap- Now the university is co~ider- courses to students who carpool
plicability, he had. to· aim at ing trying it· again later in the to and from classes.
·"- · .,..·
Such measures, however, hakeeping . the campus at an school year. ~istant Provost
average 78 during the summer. Dr. Earl Beard, however, notes ven't discouraged ad"There may not be a building "There really is no precise way ministrators from seeking
longer-range solutions. The
that has an absolute setting at to prov,~ sayings."
University of Illinois, which ex78," he said.
the university bought 8 small ·, ~dministrators ,eadily _~trer pects to .spend $1 million more
computer system to help ' re- estimates of ener~ ~vmgs on energy ir) 1980 than in 1979,
gulate temperatures "on an ex- neverthele~. •the _Dmv~rs1ty of has already allocated $500,000
perimental basis" this faal, but :. New !dex1co,. claims_ its c~- for the first phase of converting
. a .- ~omplete, campus-wide servahon program is saving a university power plant from
system would cost "_a couple of · · $900,~ ~ ~ year. Ore~on State oil to natural gas.
million dollars."
says 1t sav~ $400,09«) m 1978-79.
The government, which is try- ··
The ·University of Alabama said · ing to encourage pll,lrlts to conits summer, 1979 energy bill was . vert fr~m oil to coal, has started ,,
To purchase its 7 centralized
c brii puter-controlled tern: $i30,000 below the summer, 1978 a " high sulpher coal demonstraAsked how the savings · were tion" plant al Georgetown
perature system,· the University
of · Houston spent $1.6 miilion. made · Alabama finance Vice University. The pollution from
But, ·perhaps typically, in un- President Robert Wright off- the plant, according to Richard :ii
iversity energy matters, bugs in handedly explained, "They're Stephens of the Department of
the system have kept it from be- turning out lights, cutting down Energy, will be under
·on the use of air conditioners, Washington, D.C. effluence stanin~ operational.
8Jld mr&ly doing what they can dards.
Regulating thermostats by do themselves."
The University of Kansas also
hand, however, can be very hard
.
. .
considered building a new power
ori big campuses. Jay Sproul of
Despite the-hand-wrmgmg and plant, one that would bum waste
the University of Golorado,com- - . fianncial ,, risks, &UCh informal~ and wood•.• Plans ,!'-Were. tabled
plains, "There are so i ~any measures seem more typical of · when Kansas . discovered the
buildings and so few people that university energy programs ·ptant would cost $1~$?J) million
just as soon as we finish setting than formal campus-wide con- to build.
the thermostats for: a particular trot efforts.
Less ambitiously, Harvard
season, it's time to change them
Northwest Missouri State spent .$750,000 in August to
again." He says · there are University, for example, put all purchase a Gulf Oil gas station
"literallv· thousands" of its security personnel in near campus.
.1 ~
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Keith Keen, a member of tbe cast of Daneint, taught a master class at Ner1beastem Illlaois University•
on November 8. Approximately 50 dancers and an additional Z5 spectators crowded into tbe university's
dance studio for the class.
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''Gavernment~s -Effo·rts-to· eatch
~ ·- -Defaults--Reaches New -Success
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) The government's- effort to
chase down students who default
on financial aid ioans have reached a new stage of success.
The U.S. Office of Education reports that $42 million in 218,000
bad Guaranteed Student Loans
(GSLs) · were collected in fiscal
1979 compared ' to about $10
million in 1977.
Leo Paszkiewicz, who helps
administer GSLs for the Office
of Ed~cation, adds the government's ' two-month - old
crackdown · on National Direct
Student Loans (NDSLs) is also
starting to show results, though
it is too soon to accurately
evaluate the collection program.

There are currently about
240,000 "bad" NDSLs representing about $170 million still to be
collected. The new · crackdown
has closed the books· on around
1000 NDSLs worth $232,000.
When the Office of Education
launched its program to collect
defaulted GSLs in 1977, there
were 350,000 bad debts worth
$400 million.
Paszkiewicz notes that there

are still 600,000 loans under
various kinds of financial aid
programs that the government
still can 't do anything aJ,out
because colleges haven't given
them to Washington for collection yet.

_Finals on the Way. This note was left for a student across from the Unicorn.

Freshman. $ay College
lsn!t That Heird ~--study

presented by
the Stageplayer
and t he _UllI
Spe ech and
Perfor,fting Ar t s
Depar tment

COIIEDY

by Gary Dunlap _
-

directed by
-. Du.-rd Redd

durtain at 7,30 pm ftov.JO, Dec . l,S,6,7,B in
The StAGE CF.ftTF.R Theatre (P-Wing) between the
Cl,asaroom Bldg . and the Security Building
· UIU STUDEftTS PREE with ID
phone •ext. SJS for infoniation

NEW ORLEANS, LA(CPS) -A .· ,
huge majority of freshman think
that college wasn't as hard to get
into as they'd i~ined. A study ·
released at the .College Entrance
Examination Board ~vention
here last week also found that
test scores are not the ~ e

"A single performance on a
test can't replace four years of
performance in high school,"
summarized Stephen Ivens,
College Board program research
director.

Almost 80 percent of the
most important factor in ad- freshmen questioned siad getting
into college is, in Ivem' worm,
missions.
The study, done by the College "not as hard as is thought." ~
Admissions officers contribut• ·Board and the American Association. of Collegiate Registrars and ing to the research said their
Admissions Officers, showed that ll)ean standard for the Scholastic
most admissions officers con- Aptitude Test was a combined
sider overall high school · math and veri>al score of 745.
· .performance as the most impor- Wtlliam Van Dusen of the College
tant factor in assessing an appli- Board siad more than three
cant, with test scores second in quarters of the peoplle who took
the SAT had scores over 750.
importance.

More Women in College .
- Than Men - NCES
WASHINGTON, D.C.(CPS) For the first time in American
~tory, there are more women
than men enrolled in colleges and
universities.
·
The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) reported
this week that women now
represent 50.7 percent of the
11,391,950 students enrolled this
fall , versus 49.9 percent of the
fall, 1978 student body.
In its second enrollment survey
of this academic year, NCES also
found that toal enrollment rose
2.4 percent this year. Enrollment
went up in 1975, down in 1976, up
in 1977, and down in 1978 before

spotting back up this fall.
Public colleges, with 9,097,114
students, registered a 2.9 percent
increase. Private schools' enrollment went up less than one percent, to 2,572,315.
\

But in a statement accompanying the statistics, the NCES said
the enrollemnt increase is mostly
due to two-year colleges. Overall,
enrollment in two-year school
rose 4.3 percent. But the biggest
increase of all was in the number
of women registering as parttime students. Enrollments for
part-time female students at twoyear colleges rose 7.2 percent.

Chicken Now King in
Fast Foqd Market
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f'araroount Pictures Presents AGENE ROOOENBERRY Prcduct1on AROBERT WISE Film STAR TREK --THE MOTION PICTURE
Starring WILLIAM SHATNER LEONARD NIMOY DeFOREST KELLEY Co Starring JAMES □DOHAN GEORGE TAKEI MAJEL BARRETT
WALTER KOENIG NICHELLE NICHOLS Presenting PERSIS KHAMBATTA and Starring STEPHEN COLLINS as Decker
Music by JERRY GOLDSMITH Screenp~y by HAROLD LIVINGSTON Story by AlAN DEAN FOSTER Produced by GENE RODDENBERRY
Directed by ROBERT WISE
Copyright C' MC MLXXIX by Paramount Pictures Cprporahon Alt Rights Reser\led ~ -··· ·_·· ••
Onqma l sound tr<lck availr1blc
STAR TREK Books 1,om
DOIOOUl'I STBOBJ 1~ AParamount Picture :·~
::
on Cotumb1<1 R(•cor d c; ,ind Tapes
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NOW SHOWING
CHICAGO

...!£SQUIP£._

~ I.AK£_
SUBURBAN

..!OLD OP.cHAPJL
·

.-!NOAAIDGL..

Skokie

Norridge

....!M:>ODFIE:UL .-!HILLSIDE:--.
Schoumburg

~tL.
Evergreen Pork

...!RANDHURSL..
Mr. Prospect

~ J)R£ME:tL.

Hillside

Lombord

Tinley Pork

..!RIDGE:PLAZA.....' ..!RIV€R~
Griffith . Ind.

*Dolby Stereo

Calumet City

In the battle of the fast-food
chains, the chicken is now king
because while the price of
chicken is dropping the price of
beef spa rs.
Kentucky Fried Chicken,
. Church's and other fast-food
chains that specialize in chicken
report increases, or a · levelling
off of unit sales and real growth.
Although gasoline pproblems
have caused an overall drop in
the industry, cabins specializing
in hamburgers now find it more
difficult to compete with chicken
chains.
The Agriculture Department
reports that wholesale pountry
prices are now 40 cents a pound,

a drop of 16 per cent compared to
prices a year ago. Wholesale beef
prices are about $1 pound, a rise
of 18 per cent.
A spokesman for Church's says
that a quarter-pound _of fried
chicken sells for half the price of
a quarter-pound hamburger. To
Kentucky Fried it's "obvious"
that the chicken chains are taking business from th hamburger
restaurants .
A spokesman for the Wendy's
hamburger chain says that
although the chains have a value
advantage, "Americans are
burger eaters and we'll get them
back when they get used to the
high prices."
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Coinf)ute.rs .Get More
Use At Area Colleges
Elmhurst , Ill.-(1.P . )Currently, most of the academic
computing at Elmhurst College
is "being done on an' interactive
time sharing basis, according to
a report released here. Four oncampus, 30~character-second
terminals are hooked into a
Univac VS/9 system at Concordia Teachers College · ·in
River Forest. Two llkharacterper-second terminals coMected
. to a Contr<5l Data Corp. Cyber 72
system at Southern Illinois
University are intended -for interactive academic computing.
"Our present equipment is being used to capacity during the
prime times of the day," according to James Williams, director
of instructional media, who is
coordinating use of the computer by academic departments.
He points out that Elmhurst has
unlimited information storage
capabilities. Moreover, faculty
and students have access to 62
teaching packages in a variety
of disciplines that are in Concordia's library of computer programs.
"We've expanded access to
the computer by adding
terminals as need has grown
and the program is still growing," he added. In a typical busy
week, Williams said, 130 hours
of interactive computing time
are used and nearly 100 jobs are
batch processed for academic
purposes . At present ; six
academic departments are using
the computer for two purposes :
1) Career preparation in the
computer field, and 1) problem
solving and research in the
laboratory and social sciences.
The Center for Business and
- Economics is the biggest user of
the computer. According to Dr.
Ann B. Matasar, CBE director,
students use the computer extensively in the Center's information systems major. As
Dr. Matasar sees it, " information systems (which involves •
computer applications in business) is a new aspect of a
technological area that is going
to continue to grow at an ever
increasing pace in the foreseeable future ."
Another academic area where
the computer is integral to a
major is the Math Depar ~ment.
Its computer science major, introduced spring . semester, " has
caught on at a startling pace,"
according to Dr. Donald _K.
Mason, department chairperson.
Dr. Mason expects that by the
time computer science majors
(on both batch and interactive ·
terminals) graduate from
Elmhurst, they will also have
studied two other types of computers - minicomputers through
simulatiori on the large scale
system, and microp~rs,
which are smaller, less .. expensive and architecturally different from a large scale
system.
Other academic departments
use the computer as a t~l in ·
problem solving and research.
Dr. William Wilson, assistant
professor of psychology, who
coordinates computer use for his department, has the computer

generate large amounts of, data
to demonstrate the basic principles of probability to students
in his statistics course.
In Psychology and Physics
some students also write computer programs. The Psychology
Department offers a course en-.
titled " Computers in
Psychology" in which students
learn elementary computer programming and write computer
simulations. "Computer simulation is increasingly being used in
psychology to verify and
establish theoretical concepts,"
Dr. Wilson said.
Dr. Wilson uses simulations in
his introductory courses to introduce students to the principles of experimental
psychology. He explained that
with simulations, students are
given a problem and they
manipulate variables on the
computer to see different
behavioral responses, much the
same way they would conduct a
laboratory experiment. The difference is that with the computer the experiement can be
done in less time and without the
costly expense of laboratory
time and equipment, Dr. Wilson
said.
In advanced phsyics courses,
students write computer solutions to intricate problems. One
student's program of figuring error calculations in experiments
written last year, is now routinely being used by other students.
'The Chemistry Department
has its own unique computer applications. While students only
get experience using interactive
computer adminjstered · instructional packages for things like
quizzes and drills, faculty are
actively using the computer in a
variety of ways.
Assistant Professor of
Chemistry Dr. Eugene Losey is
storing general chemistry questions in the computer for future
generation of individuali7.ecl exams. He initiated a similar computer system at Michigan State
University before he came here.
With the help of a 1978 Alumni
Faculty Study Grant, he has
been able to work on implementing such a program here for
eventual college wide use.
The system will enable faculty
to input information into the
computer and extract it at any
time in whatever sequence they ·
would like. It will be possible to
obtain , camera ready, any
number of multiple equivalent
versions of the same examination, Dr. Losey explained.
The system, he believes, will
reduce the time-consuming ,
more mechanical aspects of individualized instruction, freeing
faculty to spend more time actually .teaching. "A significant
amount of time is required to input the information in programs
of this sort, but it will take
virtually no time at all to get the
exams or study questions once
this is done," he said. Approximately 4,500 general chemistry
questions are now in the computer and a program to generate
the exams may be ready for use
in 1980, Dr. Losey predicts.

,

Men's Basketball

Dec. 12 Wisconsin-Whitewater
Dec . .15 St. Joseph
Dec. 18 MARYCREST
Dec. 22 W~tern Illinois
Jan. 3-4 Wisconsin-Superior
Tournament
Jan. 7 ROCKFORD ·

Women's Basketball
Dec. 10 St. Francis
Dec. 15 Bradley
Dec. 20 Kiswaukee

Women's Gymnastics
Dec. 11 Wheaton
Dec. 13 Kiswaukee
Home games in CAPS
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Meinsen MVP, Bergman best coach

Ni'oe Eagle Players Named All-Conference
Nine Northeastern Illinois
University -football players and
their head coach have been
,,,, named to the· Illini-Badger AllConference football team. One
player. was also named to the
National Association of Intercollegiate Athletic's (NAIA) District Team. The Illini-Badger
Football Conference announced
their All-Conference team on
November 15.
Bill Bergman, in his first year
as head coach, - guided the
Northeastern " Golden Eagles"
to a 3-1 record in conference and
a co-championship with Milton
College. Northeastern'~ overall
record was 5-4. This was the
second winning record posted by
a Northeastern football team in
its six years of varsity competition.

Ray Meinsen (6'2", 190 lb.,
senior , wide receiver) was
named Offensive Player of the
Year. Meinsen was ranked
fourth in the NAIA in receiving
with 61 receptions for 915 yards
and four touchdowns in nine
games. Meinsen was also named
to the NAIA all-district 20 team
and was nominated for AllAmerican status.
Art Thompson (6'0", 171 lbc,
senior, defensive half back) was
named Defensive Playe r of the
Year. Thompson was among the
NAIA · national leaders in interceptions. Thompson had eight
interceptions in nine games, plus
two blocked kicks.
Also named to the AllConference offensive team were
Lou Marsico (6'0", 215 lb.,
senior, tackle) , Tom White

(6'3" , 251 lb., junior, guard) ,
Ken Galinski (6'2" , 215 lb.,
junior, center), and Keith Kelly
(6'4", 210 lb., junior, tight end) .
R o u n d i n g - o.u t t h e A 11 Conference team on defense are
Tim Anderson (6'1", 211 lb.,
junior, end), Lenny Robaczewski
(6'0" , 230 lb., junior, tackle),
and Sam Donatucci · (6'0" , 194
lb., junior, linebacker) . -

wide receiver) who had 29 receptions for 505 yards ; Jim Fee
(6'1' ', 216 . lb., junior, middle

guard) , and Phil Chase (6'0" ,
180 lb., fr~shman, defensive
back) .

Four other Northeaster,.
players made Conference
Honorable Mention. Charlie
Bliss (6'1' ', 175 lb., senior,
quarterback) was ranked 15th •
nationally in total offense in the
NAIA ; he passed for 1555 yards
and gained 1(5 yards rushing.
Also receiving conference
honorable mention were Bob
Gloppe (5'10", 170 lb. , senior,

BasketbClll Team .
Wins ~Wo Straight
.

The Golden Eagles close out a
successful week by defeating
Marycrest College of Michigan
last Wednesday 80-72. It was the
second win in a row fos: the
Eagles who are now 5-4.
Last weekend the Eagles
traveled to Hope, Michigan to
participate in the Hope College
Basketball Tournament. In the
opening game against Oberlin
the Eagles did hot fare very well
dropping it 74-63. The Eagles did
come back to capture third
place in the tourney be defeating
Spring Arbor 91-81.
In the opening game, it was
poor shooting that doomed the
Eagles. They actually took 18
more shots than Oberlin, but
converted four less, shooting
just 32o/c. The eventual tourney
winners Oberlin. farred better
than that hitting 48o/c from the

,

\

floor.
Horn 2 2-2 6, Shelton 1 0--0 2.
The Eagles played a much
TOTALS 25 13-17 63.
better all around game against
OBERLIN (74)
Spring_Arbor. The Eagles had
Stinette 8 7-9 23, P . Williams 4
seven players in doubleA igures,
2-6 10, Stallings 1 0--0 2, Chapitol
a feat that has not been ac7 1-4 15, J., Williams 6 3-4 15,
complished on this campus in
Gordon 3 2-2 8, Johnson O 1-2 1.
five years.
TOTALS 29 14-27 74.
Leading the way for the
Halftime: O.C. 34 UNI 30. Total
Fouls O,C. 17 UNI 23.
second time this season was
UNI (91)
Dennis Walsh. The senior had 17
points. Ricky Tipton and Alvin
Sawyer 4 4-9 12, Tipton 6 2-2 14,
Bibbs lead the Eagles in rebounWalsh 6 ~9 17, Schaefer 5 4-4 14,
ding with 10 each. It was the . Pete 4 3-4 11, Taylor 6 0--0 12,
second game in a row that the
Bibbs 3 ~ 5 11. TOTALS 34 23-33
Eagles had outrebounded their
91.
SPRING ARBOR (81)
opponents.
Henley 5 0--0 10, Lockwood 1 0--0
The Eagles are back in action
nex t Wednesda y against
2, Griffey 5 2-5 12, Taylor 5 1-1
Wisconsin-Whitewater.
11, Stallworth 2 0--0 4, Tuls 14 0-1
UNI (63)
28, Ehrman 1 :i-4 5, Willis 1 7-9 9.
Tipton 6 1-3 13, Walsh 2 2-4 6, TOTALS 34 13-21 st'.
Taylor 5 2-2 12, Schaefer 2 0--0 4, Halftime : UNI 45 S.A. 36~ Total
Sawyer 5 ~5 15, Pete 2 1-2 5,
Fouls: UNI 22 S.A. 29.

Cindy- Oss takes a shot in the Lady Golden Eagles 75-U loss to
Lewis.
·

Shozbots w ·;n
I.M . Volleyball
r·

"Tuesday, Dec. 4, were the
women's intramural volleyball
playoffs. There was a 3-way tie
for first place ; teams being :
Shuzbuts, Just Us and Peak. On
October 29, Playoffs were as
follows ; Shuzbuts defeated Peak
13-8, 7-9, 1~5. Just Us had a bye.
Playoffs on Dec. 4 went as
Marion Widtmann performs on the. She went on to capture the all-around title last week against Concordia.
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AND THE TYPE WE DON'T HAVE IS YOURS
American Red Cross Blood Services
Mid-America Region
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follows ; Shuzbuts def,eated Just
Us 15-6, 9-3.
Intramural Volleyball
F inal Standings
Shazbuts ... . ....... .. . ... . 3
Just Us . . . .. . . .. . . ... . . . . 3
Peak .... .. .. .... .. .... .. 3
Occupants .......... .. .... 1
Spirit ..... . .............. 0

·you Dow:r

1
1
1
3
4

NEED GLASSES.
to enjoy a Tecate Trio Bravo. '° .·
Just take an icy red can of Tecate t)eer •
imported from Mexico
and top it with lemon and salt.
Out of sight!
C,bco Importing Co ', Inc.

Dallas. Texas 75229 .
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Lady Golden Eagles
D·rop Openers
The women's basketball t~am Jost their third game of the season
last Wednesday night 7~2 to a heavily favored Lewis team . The
game, however ; was closer than the score may indicate.
Donna Reiger hit a bucket for the Lady Eagles with 7: 10 to go to
knot the gme at 55-all. This capped a three minute seven point comeback by the Lady Eagles.
Lewis, adjusting to the scoring purge of the Eagles, changed defenses and put in a 3-2 zone. This proved to be the undoing of _the
Eagles. In the next -six minutes the Eagles could manage but one
bucket and Lewis outs<;ored them 20-4.
The Eagles put pressure on the Lewis guards, but to no avail , and
the Flyers extended their record to 4-1 with the victory.
It was a tough Joss for the Lady Eagles. They played quite well,
despite Lewis' obvious height advantage . The Flyers grabbed 48 rebounds to the Eagles' 20.
The first half was a very tight one. The Flyers did grab a 28-21
point lead but the Golden Eagles fought back. When Donna Reiger
hit two free throws with 3:41 to go in the first half, the Lady Eagles
had forged a 28-28 tie. Karen Krause's two throws from the penalty
line put the Eagles out in front 30-28. But Lewis steals and a layup at
the buzzer gave the Flyers a 36-32 halftime lead .
Lewis came out in the second half showing a 1-2-2 trap press. The
Lady Eagles, confused now.threw the baBaway three times in a row
and it appeared that the Flyers would turn it into a route . Eagle
coach Micru:el Forman wisely called time--0ut
' " I explaine<l to them in the huddle that we h?d to move the ball
down the midale of t_h eir press."
The Lady ·Eagles, taking the .advice of their mentor did just that.
And, when .Ann Marie Eames hit a jumper, the Eagles had closed a •
ten point scoring gap to one at -49-48.
The Flyers came ruaring back , taking a 55-48 lead. The Eagles
however refused to bow.
Eames' three point lead cut ·the margin to four .at 55-51. The
Eagles broke the press on a long pass from Kraus to Reiger for the
easy two and a 55-53 gamt:. The same combination hooked up again ·
and the Eagle's tied the game at 55-all with 7: io to go.
But as I mentioned .e arlier that was the ballgame. The Flyers continually went to heir big women and ran off 14 unanswered points for
the victory. The loss gave the Eagles an 0-3 mark with their next
game Friday against Kennedy-King.
The Lady Eagles were most impressive in their defeat. They
showed excellent. staying power by coming from behind over and
over again.•They shot well from the free throw line. something that
UNI women;s basketball teams have never done.
Once again the Eagles counted on Karen <Reykjalin) Krausel The
junior guard had 22 ·points. But theyalso had scoring from other
players. Reiger had 16 points.and Eames had 10.
After the game Forman said, "The abscence of Sue Norowlnik
hurt us. They were able to get inside on us and able to control the
boards." .
.
THE GOLDEN QUALIL AWARD this week goes to Donna Reiger.
The senior took control in the second· halfof the Lewis game and
scored 16 points.
MY PICKS: Last week I was 9-5 to give me a 118-78 record . This
week: Dal. by 3 over Philly, Sea. by 4 over Den., Bears by 10 over
G.B., Wash. by 6 over Cincy, Mia . by 7 over Det. , Giants by 6 over
' St. L. , Buf. by 6 over Minn., K.C. by 3 over Bait., S.F . by 1 over
T.B. , S.D. by 10 over N.O., Clev. by 3 over Oak ., N.E. by 4 over Jets,
_____ ~~I. b¥ _3_~"._e_r _I-::~~~i~t. by 3 over Hou.

Linda Unthank does a hand stand on tbe balance beam in tbe Eagle's loss to Northwestern.

Gymnastic Team Opens

Season With Split
byDickQuacliano
The -gymnastics team opened
their season last week. The optional team lost to Northwestern
104.3 to 80.5 last weekend.
However the compulsolary team
performed much better and
downed Concordia 82.5 to 69.5.
In the Northwestern meet the
Lady Golden Eagles had serious
injury problems. Linda Wolfe,
considered by head coach Wendy Zierk to be the team's best
all around gymnast, left the
meet with a serious back injury.
She is still hospitalized and is
definitely out for the season.
The Eagles suffered another
blow when Cathy Bachor was injured while performing on the
vault. Despite her injury ,

Ressurection H.S. took first
Bachor still managed to take
place on the vault and uneven
first place because her first
parallel bars and a second place
score was high enough to win.
Without these two key players
finish on the balance beam.
Laura Bargamian gained
the Eagles struggled along.
second place for the Eagles by
Linda Unthank, a stallwarth
taking first on the balance beam
performer for the last couple of
and the floor exercises and third
years took second place allin the unevens.
around, but the Lady Wildcats
easily won 104.3 to 80.5.
Coach Wendy Zierk ·said after
In the compulsolary meet last
the win, "We have a strong comWednesday the Eagles did much
pulsolary team this season. Our
better. In a compulsolary meet,
optional team .will be much betthe participants can only
ter once we have everyone back
perform pre-arranged routines . "'from their injuries."
The judges then decide on positioning of the body.
The Lady Golden· Eagles
performed this past weekend in
The Eagles captured both first
and second place all-around
a quadrangular meet at
honors. Taking first was Marion
Wisconsin-Milwaukee. They are
Widtmann. The freshman from • the pre-meet favorites .

